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ABSTRACT
Peaking for Maximal Strength: Muscular Adaptations and Performance Outcomes
by
Spencer Kyle Travis

The purposes of this dissertation were to 1) determine what tapering and peaking practices
appear to be most effective via systematic review, 2) to identify the tapering and peaking
practices used by North American powerlifters, 3) to experimentally compare muscular
adaptations and performance changes following two different training cessation periods, and
4) to experimentally compare the two most common taper models following a training
program aimed at peaking maximal strength. Based on the scientific literature, a step and
exponential taper appeared to be the most effective tapering models used when volume-load
is reduced by half over 2±1 week. Interestingly, North American powerlifters reported that
the step taper was most often used while reducing volume-load by 41-50% over 7-10 days.
Furthermore experimentally, there were no changes in lower body maximal strength
following 3 or 5 days of training cessation. However, upper body maximal strength decreased
following 5 days of training cessation. Thus, at the end of a taper, a training cessation period
of 3 days appears to be effective for maintaining upper and lower body maximal strength.
Furthermore, a work-matched step taper and exponential taper produced similar outcomes for
1RM back squat, bench press, and deadlift, powerlifting total and Wilks Score in strength
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athletes, yet deadlift 1RM changes favored the exponential taper. However, there were clear
physiological differences observed at the whole muscle and muscle fiber levels that appeared
to contribute to performance outcomes. This was one of the first investigations demonstrating
whole muscle and muscle fiber hypertrophy following a peaking program in strength athletes.
Immunohistochemical and immunoblotting analyses demonstrated an increase in myosinheavy chain IIA content with concomitant decreases in myosin-heavy chain I and IIX
content, particularly following the step-taper. These myosin isoform shifts towards a faster,
higher quality phenotype were related to changes in underlying myocellular signaling (i.e.
Sox6 upregulation, micro RNA-499a downregulation) responsible for fiber-type transitions.
These findings indicate a shorter taper may produce favorable muscular adaptations followed
by a period of short-term training cessation to prevent the loss of taper-induced performance
adaptations. Overall, the findings from these investigations support the use of tapering to
enhance maximal strength.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Athletes, coaches, and sports scientists throughout the world are increasingly pushing the
limits of human adaptation and training loads intending to achieve top performances at major
competitions (Mujika & Padilla, 2003). In many competitive events, top performances are
often contributed to marked reductions in the training volume-load undertaken by the athletes
during the weeks and days leading up to a competition (Mujika & Padilla, 2003). This precompetition training period is known as the taper. Mujika and Padilla, (2003) have elegantly
defined a taper as a “progressive nonlinear reduction of the training load during a variable
period of time, in an attempt to reduce the physiological and psychological stress of daily
training and optimize sports performance.” Thus, to express peak performance, achieving full
physiological and psychological recovery is paramount.
Tapering can be prescribed by reducing the volume-load using at least four different
models: step-wise, linear, and exponential with a slow- or fast-decay (Mujika & Padilla,
2003). To date, numerous studies have been conducted investigating different tapering
models and the effects of tapering primarily with endurance athletes such as swimmers
(Mujika et al., 1996; Myers et al., 2017; Thomas et al., 2008; Trappe et al., 2000; Trinity et
al., 2008), runners (Houmard et al., 1994; Iaia et al., 2009; Luden et al., 2010; Mujika et al.,
2000; Murach et al., 2014), cyclists (Dressendorfer et al., 2002; Neary et al., 2003), and
triathletes (Banister et al., 1999; Mujika, 2011). More recently, several tapering studies have
been published assessing the effects of tapering with team sport athletes (Bazyler et al., 2017;
Bazyler, Mizuguchi, Sole, et al., 2018; Marrier et al., 2017; Vachon et al., 2020). However,
13

limited research has examined the effects of tapering with strength and power athletes such as
weightlifters and powerlifters (Bazyler, Mizuguchi, Zourdos, et al., 2018; Busso et al., 1992;
Coyne et al., 2020; Grgic & Mikulic, 2017; Pritchard et al., 2016; Stone et al., 1996; Travis,
Mizuguchi, et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2008). In fact, the majority of strength and power tapering
literature involve case studies and observational work with weightlifters (Bazyler, Mizuguchi,
Zourdos, et al., 2018; Travis, Mizuguchi, et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2008) and survey based
studies with powerlifters (Grgic & Mikulic, 2017; Pritchard et al., 2016). Thus, it is necessary
to fill the gap in the literature by investigating the effects of tapering on maximal strength
performance. To date, only two studies have provided experimental evidence documenting
the effects of tapering practices on maximal strength. These studies compared training
intensity manipulations (i.e., +5% increase vs. -10% decrease) with a 70% volume-load
reduction (Pritchard et al., 2019) and taper modes (i.e., step taper vs. exponential taper) in
conjunction with a 2-week duration and 50% volume-load reduction (Seppänen & Häkkinen,
2020). Pritchard et al., (2019) reported more favorable performance outcomes following an
increased intensity taper compared to a decreased intensity taper. Additionally, Seppänen and
Häkkinen, (2020) reported that an exponential-taper, preceded by an overreach, may produce
more favorable outcomes on strength measures compared to a step-taper. Thus, with the
limited evidence, it is still unknown whether increasing training intensity is more effective
than decreasing training intensity during the taper, and whether an exponential taper is more
effective than a step taper in enhancing maximal strength following a planned overreach.
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Possibly equally important, little is known about the optimal duration of complete rest days
prior to competition in strength athletes.
At the end of a pre-competition taper, athletes often take rest days, also referred to as
training cessation, where all training and sport-related activities cease until the day of
competition. Based on two systematic reviews by Pritchard et al. (2015) and Travis, Mujika,
et al. (2020), a period of 2-7 days appears to be most effective for maintaining taper-induced
adaptations. Interestingly, survey results from powerlifters (Grgic & Mikulic, 2017; Pritchard
et al., 2016) and strongman competitors (Winwood et al., 2018) suggest a cessation period of
3-5 days may be optimal for back squat and bench press recovery. Pritchard et al. (2018)
performed a follow up study by comparing the effects of 3.5- vs 5.5-days of training
cessation on upper body and lower body maximal strength. Their findings suggested that
there were no differences between cessation periods, but lower body strength favored the 5.5
day cessation group. Based on the survey results, powerlifters and strongman competitors
also believe that deadlift may take longer to recover from compared to other lifts. While the
literature is scant, two studies assessing recovery times between power lifts (e.g. back squat,
bench press, deadlift) have determined there are no differences in recovery measures between
each lift following an acute bout of equated work (Barnes et al., 2017; Belcher et al., 2019).
Nevertheless, more experimental studies are needed to determine an optimal duration of
training cessation at the end of a taper that promotes recovery while avoiding the loss of
training adaptations (i.e., detraining).
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Enhanced sport performance following tapering has been attributed to various
physiological mechanisms from tapering (Mujika et al., 2004; Murach et al., 2014; Trappe et
al., 2000). For example, steroid hormones and cytokines have been shown to correlate to
recovery and performance adaptations in weightlifters intra-taper and post-taper; however,
not all studies agree (Bazyler, Mizuguchi, Zourdos, et al., 2018; Fry et al., 2000; Travis,
Mizuguchi, et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2008). At the myocellular level, single fiber morphology,
myosin-heavy chain shifts, and contractile properties favor a fast-twitch phenotype following
a taper aimed at enhancing endurance performance (Luden et al., 2010; Murach et al., 2014;
Trappe et al., 2000; Costill et al., 2000). In fact, tapering studies conducted with runners and
swimmers have frequently observed substantial increases in fast-twitch myosin-heavy chain
IIA content via increased muscle fiber size and quantity, which corresponded to taperinduced performance improvements (Murach et al., 2014; Trappe et al., 2000, Costill et al.,
2000). While it is well known that skeletal muscle is highly adaptable to imposed demands,
these adaptations begin at the gene level (Flück & Hoppeler, 2003; Gordon & Pattullo, 1993;
Travis, Ishida, et al., 2020). For instance, Murach et al., (2014) has shown that transcriptional
flexibility with exercise in a tapered state provides a molecular basis to drive fast-twitch
muscle fiber performance gains and growth, albeit with competitive endurance athletes.
However, similar myocellular analyses have not been investigated with strength athletes
during a taper. Effective training parameters for strength-based tapers and the physiological
phenomena driving performance changes are poorly understood. Therefore, to address these
issues, the purposes of this dissertation were:
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Dissertation Purposes
1. To conduct a systematic review to determine effective tapering parameters based on the
current available literature for tapering and peaking maximal strength (i.e., back squat, bench
press, deadlift).
2. To survey the tapering practices used by North American powerlifters competing at the
regional, national, and international level.
3. To compare the effects of different training cessation periods on maximal strength,
psychometric measures, and body composition in strength athletes.
4. To compare two commonly used tapering models on whole muscle, single fiber, molecular
adaptations, and performance outcomes in strength athletes.
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CHAPTER 2. TAPERING AND PEAKING MAXIMAL STRENGTH FOR
POWERLIFTING PERFORMANCE: A REVIEW

The review of literature in this chapter has been previously published as Tapering and
Peaking Maximal Strength for Powerlifting Performance: A Review in the MDPI Journal
named Sports. Per the publishing license under the CC BY: license, the author remains the
owner of the copyright material.

Travis SK, Mujika I, Gentles JA, Stone MH, Bazyler CD. Tapering and Peaking Maximal
Strength for Powerlifting Performance: A Review. Sports. 2020;8(9):125.
doi:10.3390/sports8090125
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Review

Tapering and Peaking Maximal Strength for
Powerlifting Performance: A Review
S. Kyle Travis 1,*, Iñigo Mujika 2,3, Jeremy A. Gentles 1, Michael H. Stone 1, and
Caleb D. Bazyler 1
1

Center of Excellence for Sport Science and Coach Education, Department of Sport, Exercise,
Recreation, and Kinesiology, East Tennessee State University, Johnson City, TN, USA;
2 Department of Physiology, Faculty of Medicine and Nursing, University of the Basque Country,
Leioa, Basque Country;
3 Exercise Science Laboratory, School of Kinesiology, Faculty of Medicine, Universidad Finis Terrae,
Santiago, Chile.
* Correspondence: travissk@etsu.edu.

Abstract: Prior to major competitions, athletes often use a peaking protocol such as
tapering or training cessation to improve performance. The majority of the current
literature has focused on endurance-based sports such as swimming, cycling, and
running to better understand how and when to taper or use training cessation to
achieve the desired performance outcome. However, evidence regarding peaking
protocols for strength and power athletes is lacking. Current limitations for peaking
maximal strength is that many studies do not provide sufficient details for
practitioners to use. Thus, when working with athletes such as powerlifters,
weightlifters, throwers, and strongman competitors, practitioners must use trial and
error to determine the best means for peaking rather than using an evidence-based
protocol. More specifically, determining how to peak maximal strength using data
derived from strength and power athletes have not been established. While
powerlifting performance (i.e., back squat, bench press, deadlift) is used by strength
and power athletes up until the final days prior to a competition, understanding how
to peak maximal strength relative to powerlifting performance is still unclear. Thus,
the purpose of this study was to review the literature on tapering and training
cessation practices relative to peaking powerlifting performance.

Keywords: back squat; bench press; deadlift; recovery; periodization; programming
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1. Introduction
Throughout recorded history, people have performed feats of strength that have
left both spectators and athletes alike astonished. As the popularity of strength and
power sports such as powerlifting, weightlifting, throwing, and strongman has
increased, so have research efforts addressing these sports. Strength is an important
fitness characteristic for strength and power sports, particularly powerlifting, and can
be defined as the ability to produce maximal force irrespective of the duration of time
it takes to achieve a given force output. In competition, powerlifters attempt onerepetition-maximum (1RM) loads for the three “power lifts”: back squat, bench press,
and deadlift. Each lift is contested under strict judging conditions and the maximum
loads successfully lifted for each competition lift are summed together for a
powerlifting total. Given the focus on strength and limited number of movements a
powerlifter performs in competition, the primary training adaptation desired for
powerlifting is to improve maximal force output in all three competitive lifts. Force
production is one of three biomotor abilities (i.e., strength, speed, endurance) used to
classify physical skills and has been suggested to be the most important skill to
improve sporting tasks [1]. Therefore, strength and power athletes outside of
powerlifting often incorporate the power lifts in their normal training (e.g.,
weightlifters back squatting; throwers bench pressing; strongman competitors
deadlifting), and in preparation for competition, to improve or maintain sporting
tasks. However, powerlifters train with high specificity and do not typically
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incorporate movements derived from other strength and power sports (e.g., cleanand-jerk; discuss throw at various loads; truck pull) [2]. To improve upper- and lowerbody force production, powerlifters often use rigorous training routines with high
specificity over several weeks or months leading to a major competition in hopes of
performing at their highest level on competition day.
Scientific studies aimed at improving maximal strength often use short-term
periodized programs (i.e., 1-4 months) to plan and implement training rather than
long-term training programs (i.e., 1-year) [3]. In sport science, long-term training
studies are often cut short due to limitations such as athlete availability, coach
cooperation, and conflicting holiday and competition schedules. Training for
powerlifters typically includes some variation of a periodized training plan or a series
of short-term periodized programs (e.g., using 3 distinct training phases over 12
weeks) with the goal of improving 1RM performance on competition day [4–6]. In a
survey that included 32 elite national British powerlifters, nearly all athletes stated
that variations of periodized training models were used to organize training over a
competition year [5]. To date, literature addressing the training of powerlifters has
included short-term periodized plans implementing training principles from the
traditional periodization model (often erroneously referred to as “linear
periodization” [7]), various forms of daily undulating periodization (more
appropriately classified as Daily Undulating Programming [DUP]), and block
periodization [8–13]. In the absence of investigations on long-term training programs,
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short-term periodized programs can inform best training practices for maximal
strength.
Several studies have addressed maximal strength adaptations relative to
powerlifting using both competitive powerlifters (i.e., those who compete in
sanctioned competitions) and non-competitive powerlifters (i.e., those who train the
power lifts regularly, meet a specific relative load-to-body mass lifting ratio, but do
not compete in sanctioned competitions) [6,8,10,14,15]. Short-term periodized
programs over 6-10 weeks in duration with competitive and non-competitive
powerlifters have been shown to elicit powerlifting performance improvements
ranging between 2-11% [6,8,10,14,15]. Unfortunately, most studies only attribute
performance changes to the effectiveness of the overall program being implemented
and do not address pre-competition or pre-testing practices during the final week(s).
However, it is possible that the training performed during the final week(s) and days
of training is what promotes or hinders performance outcomes [16].
Sport scientists, coaches, and athletes often reduce training by incorporating a
taper prior to competition to manage and mitigate fatigue with the aim of peaking
specific fitness characteristics [1,4,17]. The taper has been defined by Mujika and
Padilla as “a progressive nonlinear reduction of the training load during a variable
period of time, in an attempt to reduce the physiological and psychological stress of
daily training and optimize sports performance” [16,18]. A reduction in training load
is typically achieved by using the following taper models: a linear fashion (i.e., linear
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taper), gradually or rapidly in a systematic, exponential fashion (i.e., slow or fast
exponential taper), or by a sudden, constant amount (i.e., step taper) [16]. More
specifically, as described by Mujika [19], a linear taper implies that a higher total
training load is used, compared to an exponential taper, followed by a systematic
linear reduction in training load (e.g., 15% reduction in training load each week for 4
weeks). Additionally, exponential tapers can have slow or fast time constant decay
with the slow decay being similar to a linear taper regarding higher total training
loads yet the reductions are exponentially reduced (e.g., a 60% training load reduction
followed by a 40% training load reduction) [19]. Lastly, the step taper can be
considered a reduced training procedure where the training load is suddenly reduced
by a constant amount (e.g., 50%) which is often associated with maintaining
performance but may also improve performance [19].
Regardless of the tapering model selected, the taper is often regarded as a key
phase or portion of any given training regimen [20]. Additionally, following a taper
or in place of a taper, training cessation may be implemented. Training cessation can
be defined as planned days of complete rest where all sporting activities cease whilst
continuing everyday activities [21]. Training cessation has been shown to be most
effective over ≤7 days (i.e., short-term training cessation) to promote recovery
resulting in maintained or improve performance [21,22]. However, if the training
stimuli are removed for prolonged periods of time (> 14 days), this may result in
detraining [22]. Unfortunately, most resistance training studies do not state if, when,
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or how a taper or training cessation is implemented. Many powerlifters as well as
other strength and power athletes, only compete 1-3 times per year. Thus,
understanding how and when to structure a taper or training cessation for the power
lifts is vital to achieve optimal performance [4].
Tapering and training cessation for strength and power athletes are becoming
prevalent topics in sport science research. The topic of tapering and training cessation
has been documented in the literature for endurance performance [22–29], maximal
power performance [30–32], and more recently individual and team sport
performances [33,34]. However, there is very limited evidence regarding tapering for
maximal strength [35], particularly as it relates to the power lifts. This is important
considering that most strength and power athletes implement the power lifts to some
degree in their normal and pre-competition training regimens to improve or maintain
maximal strength and, in turn, competition outcomes. Additionally, the efficacy of
using training cessation to improve maximal strength has also been questioned. Thus,
the purpose of this study is to review the literature on tapering and training cessation
practices for powerlifting performance.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Search Strategy
This review was conducted according to the Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines. A literature search was
24

conducted from November 2019 to January 2020 using the following databases:
Google Scholar, PubMed, ScienceDirect, and Open Access Theses and Dissertations.
There were no limitations regarding publication date. The search and retrieval of
manuscripts were conducted by using the search terms “powerlift/ing,” “back squat,”
“bench press,” “deadlift,” AND “taper/ing” OR “peak/ing” OR “cessation.” The
search results were downloaded and filtered in Zotero software (version 5.0.77
October 2019). Original research articles published in peer-reviewed journals, as well
as unpublished materials that included all data in detail, were considered for review.
A secondary search was performed by screening the reference lists of all articles
obtained that were not identified electronically and a forward citation tracking (using
Google Scholar) of studies was conducted.

2.2. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
To warrant inclusion and relevance in the current analysis, potential studies were
required to meet the following criteria: 1) involved competitive individual strengthpower sport athletes (i.e., powerlifters, weightlifters, throwers, strongman
competitors) or non-competitive strength-trained subjects/recreationally strengthtrained subjects with homogenous lifting criteria (e.g., non-competitive powerlifters
who can back squat ≥150%, bench press ≥125%, and deadlift ≥150% body mass); 2)
incorporated a peaking protocol (i.e., defined by using a taper, reduced training
period, or training cessation); or 3) the peaking protocol was performed prior to
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competitions, simulated competitions, or 1RM testing for the back squat, bench press,
deadlift

or

maximal

effort

laboratory

test(s)

related

to

powerlifting

performance/maximal strength (e.g., isometric back squat, isometric bench press). A
total of 7,205 articles was identified electronically. Duplicates were discarded by
placing titles in alphabetical order in Zotero. If the article’s title or abstract was not
related to strength-power athletes or strength-trained subjects preparing for 1RM or
maximal effort testing, lacked methodology details, had no implications for
competition powerlifting performances, or was not written in English, the article was
discarded and excluded from the study. A manual search was performed from the
reference lists of all articles considered and cross-referenced through Google Scholar
(Figure 1).

After the initial identification of articles, reference screening, and removal of
duplicates, 77 articles were further screened for inclusion. After screening the titles
and abstracts, 45 articles appeared to be eligible to be included in the review. The full
text of the 45 articles was further assessed for eligibility and 29 articles were excluded
due to lacking details regarding methodology (n=17), did not provide specifics about
a taper or training cessation being used (n=9), and was not aimed at achieving
maximal strength for powerlifting performance (n=3). There were two surveys
involving powerlifters [36,37] and one survey involving strongman competitors [38]
that were included in the review that did not provide performance outcomes.
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However, inclusion of these studies can be justified considering they provide the most
detailed account of tapering to date for powerlifting performance. Excluding the large
strongman tapering practices survey [38], studies involved sample sizes ranging from
5-44 subjects (Table 1).

2.3. Quality of Studies
To reduce the risk of study selection bias, the first author and an uninvolved
independent collaborator conducted the search for studies using the search terms
provided within the specified databases. A third party screened the search results of
all studies included. Any disagreements were discussed, and the third party made the
final decision. Study quality was assessed using a modified version of the Tool for the
Assessment of Study Quality and reporting in Exercise (TESTEX) scale [39]. The
original scale ranges from 0 to 15, and higher scores represent higher methodological
quality of the studies. However, this scale was originally created for “chronic studies”
and, therefore, a modified version of the TESTEX was used for “acute studies” with a
scale ranging from 0-7 [39,40]. Study quality was scored based on the following
categories: 1) subject eligibility specified (1 point); 2) cohort similar at baseline (1
point); 3) outcome measures assessed (2 points); 4) statistical reporting (1 point); and
5) training intensity and volume changes specified (2 points). The final 16 articles were
evaluated for quality resulting in scores of 3-7, and all relevant data were extracted
from each article and categorized by tapering effects on powerlifting performance
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outcomes, training cessation effects on powerlifting performance outcomes, and
tapering studies only involving samples of powerlifters.

2.4. Data Analysis
The first author read all of the included studies to gain familiarity and then
subsequently re-read and extracted relevant data. The extracted data were used to
facilitate analysis and presentation which included: 1) author and year, 2) sample size
and demographics, 3) taper model (e.g., step taper, exponential taper, linear taper), 4)
taper duration (i.e., expressed in days or weeks), 5) intensity (i.e., percentage of 1RM)
and 6) volume (i.e., set x repetitions x training load) manipulations, 7) competition
based performance outcomes (expressed in percent change and absolute terms [kg]),
and 8) laboratory based performance outcomes (expressed in percent change and
absolute terms). Any corresponding statistical reporting was retrieved and included
where applicable.
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Figure 2.1 PRISMA flow diagram.

3. Results
Seven studies involved tapering for back squat, bench press, or isometric bench
press performance with powerlifters (number of studies: n=2; total number of subjects:
n=33), weightlifters (n=2; n=36), throwers (n=1; n=9), and strength-trained subjects
(n=2; n=25) (Table 2). Within each study, it appeared that only exponential tapers (n=7)
and step tapers (n=5) were used for various cohorts and lasted between 7, 14, or 28
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days. Intensities were either maintained, reduced between 8.5-25.0% or increased by
5.9% but all studies reduced volume ranging between 31.6-71.9%. However, the
manuscripts by Godawa et al., [41] state that “weeks 9 and 10 was the tapering period
in which both volume and intensity decreased,” but based on their figures provided,
it appears that volume was increased during weeks 9 and 10 whereas only intensity
decreased by -25.0% relative to pre-taper training. All noted back squat (1.7-9.5%, 2.014.8 kg) and bench press (1.4-6.4%, 1.3-8.1 kg) performances improved, but isometric
bench press peak force scaled to body mass did not change by a notable margin (0–
2.7%; 0.0-0.5 N).
Nine studies implemented training cessation, which included track and field
athletes (n=1; n=41), powerlifters (n=4; n=30) and American football players (n=1; n=8),
strongman competitors (n=1; n=423), and strength-trained subjects (n=3; n=47) (Table
3 and Table 4). Training cessation was typically implemented between 2-14 days.
However, the majority of performance improvements were only noted with shortterm training cessation (≤7 days) for back squat (1.7-4.9%, 2.0-5.5 kg), bench press (1.44.9%, 1.3-5.5 kg), as well as isometric bench press peak force allometrically scaled to
body mass (1.0-1.5%) and rate of force development (9.5%). Interestingly, several
performance decrements were noted only for isometric bench press with short-term
training cessation. Isometric peak force output diminished at 2 days cessation (effect
size [ES]: -0.13) and at 3 days cessation (ES: -0.06, -0.11). Isometric peak force scaled to
body mass diminished at 2 days (ES: -0.11), 3 days (ES: -0.03), and 5 days (ES: -0.03) of
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cessation. Isometric rate of force development also decreased at 3.5 days of cessation
(-8.0%). Training cessation over 14 days appeared to decrease both back squat and
bench press 1RM performance (-0.9% [ES: 0.05] and -1.7% [ES: 0.12], respectively).
There were 6 studies that only involved powerlifting cohorts (Table 5).
Powerlifters competed at the local club level (n=15), collegiate level (n=23), national
level (n=15), international level (n=11), or were non-competitive (n=5). Exponential
(n=4; n=35) and step tapers (n=3; n=29) were used similarly, while only one study
incorporated a linear taper with a small sample of collegiate powerlifters (n=5). These
tapers varied intensity and volume, similar to what was previously mentioned, but
with volume reductions ranging between 31.6-67.0% spanning over 7-28 days. No
performance decrements were reported. Improvements were noted for back squat
(2.3-5.9%, 3.6-14.5 kg), bench press (1.8-6.4%, 2.3-8.1 kg), deadlift (3.8-4.8%, 8.6-9.1 kg),
powerlifting total (3.2-4.4%, 14.1-27.7 kg), and Wilks Score (2.8-4.9%, 11.0-16.0 au).
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Table 2.1 Reported Demographics and Study Quality.

Häkkinen et al. 1991

Competition
Level/Status
NAT/NC

Athlete Type/Sample
Size
PL (n=10)

Anderson and Cattanach 1993

D1

TF (n=41)

Hartman et al. 2004
Weiss et al. 2004

NAT
NC

Hortobáygi et al. 2008

C/D1

Kyriazis et al. 2009

NAT

Godawa et al. 2012

C

Andre, Askow et al. 2016

C/Jr.

Gonzàlez-Badillo et al. 2016

NAT/Jr.

Pritchard et al. 2016

INT

WL (n=7)
ST (n=25)
PL (n=4);
AFB (n=8)
TH (n=9)
PL (n=10)
EQ-PL (n=8)
PL (n=5)
WL (n=12; LIG)
WL (n=9; MIG)
WL (n=8; HIG)
PL (n=11)

Grgic & Mikulic 2017

NAT

PL (n=10)

Williams 2017
Pritchard et al. 2018a
Pritchard et al. 2018b

CL
NC
NC

Seppänen 2018

NC

PL (n=15)
ST (n=11)
ST (n=8)
ST (n=7; Group 1)
ST (n=7; Group 2)

Winwood et al. 2018

CL/NAT/INT

Author and Year

Age
(yrs)
29.2±5.8

Body Mass
(kg)
75.0±15.0

Height
(cm)
-

Quality Score
(%) *
6 (86%)

-

-

-

5 (71%)

19.7±1.6
24.2±3.8

94.0±21.1
89.0±0.9

-

3 (43%)
6 (86%)

M (n=12)

24.4±0.7

88.6±3.6

181.1±10.1

7 (100%)

M (n=9)
M (n=8); F (n=2)
M (n=6); F (n=2)
M (n=5)

26.0±4.0
21.5±3.5
22.0±5.7
21.0±4.2
17.1±1.7
16.9±1.7
17.5±1.9
28.4±7.0
29.8±3.8
28.3±2.2
25.0±6.0
21.3±3.3
23.8±5.4
26.1±2.8
25.6±2.6

113.3±9.0†
80.7±38.5
94.1±44.6
111.3±32.8
73.7±5.5
74.0±3.9
72.0±2.3
91.0±27.4
86.3±16.8
64.2±9.4
93.0±17.6
92.3±17.6
79.6±10.2
84.2±11.2
81.7±9.4

188.4±6.0
175.3±25.1
176.6±16.2
179.0±6.0
168.0±4.1
167.0±4.0
169.1±3.6
175.8±7.9
182.0±8.0
180.0±6.0
183.1±5.5
180.0±3.5

3 (43%)

33.2±8.0

108.6±27.9

178.1±10.6

Sex/Sample Size
M (n=10)
M (n=22);
F (n=19)
M (n=7)
M (n=25)

M (n=29)
M (n=8); F (n=3)
M (n=6);
F (n=4)
M (n=12); F (n=3)
M (n=11)
M (n=8)
M (n=14)
M (=353); F
(n=101)

SM

6 (86%)
5 (71%)
4 (57%)
3 (43%)
3 (43%)
7 (100%)
7 (100%)
7 (100%)
7 (100%)
4 (57%)

Notes: M=male; F=female; CL=club/local; NAT=National; INT=International; D1=Division 1; C=Collegiate; Jr.=Junior Division; NC=Non-Competitive. PL=powerlifters; EQPL=equipped powerlifters (i.e., lifting suits allowed in competition); WL=weightlifters; TH=throwers; TF=Track and field athletes; SM=strongman competitors; AFB=American
football players; ST=strength-trained subjects. *=modified TESTEX scale score and percentage in relation to the total. LIG=low intensity group; MIG=moderate-intensity group;
HIG=high-intensity group. †=denotes the average of pre- and post-study measurement.
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Table 2.2 Effects of tapering on back squat, bench press, and isometric bench press performance.

Author and Year

Athlete

Sample
Size

Taper
Model

Duration

Intensity

Williams 2017

PL

n=15

Step

7 days

↑↓

ST

n=11

Step

7 days

↑ 5.9%

↓67.0%†/
↓31.6%
↓ 71.9%

ST

n=11

Step

7 days

↓ 8.5%

↓ 70.0%

TH

n=9

Step

14 days

↓

↓

ST

n=7

Step

14 days

↑↓

↓ 54.0%

Pritchard et al. 2018a
Kyrazis et al. 2009

Volume

Seppänen 2018

Godawa et al. 2012

González-Badillo et al.
2016

Hartman et al. 2004

ST

n=7

Exponential

14 days

↑↓

↓ 54.0%

PL
EQ-PL

n=10
n=8

Exponential
Exponential

14 days
14 days

↓ 25%
↓ 25%

↑
↑

WL

n=12

Exponential

14 days

↓

↓ 50%

WL

n=9

Exponential

14 days

↓

↓ 50%

WL

n=8

Exponential

14 days

↓

↓ 50%

WL

n=7

Exponential

28 days

↓ 15.0%

↓ 37.0%

BS-1RM

BP-1RM

IBP-PFa

-

↑ 6.4%; 8.1 kgs (p<0.05)†/
↑ 3.7%; 4.8 kgs (p<0.05)

-

-

-

↑ 6.5%; 14.0 kgs
(p<0.025)
↑ 3.4%; 4.3 kgs
(p=0.003)
↑ 1.7%; 2.0 kgs
(p=0.04)
↑ 2.3%; 3.6 kgs
↑ 5.9%; 14.5 kgs
↑5.3%; 8.2 kgs
(p<0.01)
↑ 9.5%; 14.8 kgs
(p<0.05)
↑ 6.9; 11.1 kgs
(p<0.05)
↑ 3.9%; 7.2 kgs

-

↑↓
↑ 2.7%; 0.5 N
-

↑2.0%; 2.0 kgs (p=0.099)
↑1.4%; 1.3 kgs (p=0.076)
↑ 2.1%; 2.3 kgs
↑ 1.8%; 2.7 kgs

-

-

-

-

-

Notes: BS-1RM=back squat 1-repetition-maximum; BP-1RM; bench press 1-repetition-maximum; IBP-PFa=isometric bench press peak force allometrically
scaled to body mass. PL=powerlifters; EQ-PL=equipped powerlifters; WL=weightlifters; TH=throwers; ST=strength-trained subjects; ↓↑= maintained; ↓
=decreased; ↑=increased. †=indicates outcome and result post-overload week (i.e., increased volume-load similar to planned overreaching). Williams
conducted a 3-week study where week 1 was normal training, week 2 was an overload week, and week 3 was a taper. Williams compared week 2 to week 3/
week 1 to week 3 outcomes. Godawa et al. tapered intensity by -10% during the first seven days of the taper followed by -15% during the final 7 days of the
taper. When combing groups, Godawa et al. showed statistical significance for combined BS-1RM (p=0.02) improvements. González-Badillo et al. stated that
volume was reduced by 60% during the first seven days of the taper followed by 40% during the final seven days of the taper. For Seppänen’s exponential
group, the planned reduction was similar to González-Badillo et al. but the actual reduction resulted in a 54% reduction. Pritchard et al. planned for a 5%
increase and a -10% decrease with intensity but resulted in 5.9 and-8.5, respectively.
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Table 2.3 Effects of training cessation on back squat, bench press, and isometric bench press performance.

Author and Year

Athlete

Sample
Size

Cessation
Duration

BS-1RM

BP-1RM

ST

n=7

2 days

↑ 3.4%; 4.3 kgs
(p=0.003)

↑2.0%; 2.0 kgs
(p=0.099)

↑ 1.7%; 2.0 kgs
(p=0.04)

↑1.4%; 1.3 kgs
(p=0.076)

Seppänen 2018

Pritchard et al. 2018b
Andre, Askow et al. 2016

ST

n=7

2 days

ST

n=8

3.5 days

ST

n=8

5.5 days

PL

n=5

4 days

ST

n=8

2 days

ST

n=5

3 days

Weiss et al. 2004

IBP-PF

IBP-PFa

IBP-RFD

-

-

-

↑1.5%; 0.3 N

↓8.0%; 683.3 N•s-1

↑1.0%; 0.2 N

↑9.5%; 822.3 N•s-1

-

-

-

↑

↑

-

-

-

↑(ES=0.12)/
↓ES=-0.13
↓ES=-0.11/
↓ES=-0.06
↑(ES=0.26)/
↑ES=0.02
↑(ES=0.07)/
↑(ES=0.00)

↑(ES=0.27)/
↓ES=-0.11
↑(ES=0.10)/
↓ES=-0.03
↑(ES=0.30)/
↑(ES=0.03)
↑(ES=0.05)/
↓ES=-0.03

-

↑(ES=0.15)
↑(ES=0.08)
-

ST

n=5

4 days

↑(ES=0.03)

ST

n=7

5 days

↑(ES=0.07)

Anderson and Cattanach, 1993

TF

n=41

2, 4, or 7
days

↑4.9%; 5.5 kgs

↑4.9%; 5.5 kgs

-

-

-

Hortobáygi et al. 2008

PL/AFB

n=4/n=8

14 days

↓0.9%; 1.7 kgs
(p<0.05)

↓1.7%; 2.3 kgs
(p<0.05)

-

-

-

Notes: BS-1RM=back squat 1-repetition-maximum; BP-1RM; bench press 1-repetition-maximum; IBP-PF=isometric bench press peak force; IBP-PFa=isometric bench press peak
force allometrically scaled to body mass; IBP-RFD=isometric bench press rate of force development; ST=strength-trained subjects; PL=powerlifters; TF=track and field athletes;
AFB=American football players; ES=effect size.↓=decreased; ↑=increased. Weiss et al. IBP-PF and IBP-PFa results represent PF at 0.37 m•s-1/PF at 1.49 m•s-1. Anderson and
Cattanach state that the 4.9% (5.5kgs) increase is a grand mean total for both BS-1RM and BP-1RM.
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Table 2.4 Training cessation practices extracted from qualitative reports.

Author and Year
Grgic & Mikulic 2017
Pritchard et al. 2016
Winwood et al. 2018

Athlete
PL
PL
SM
SM
SM
SM

Sample Size
n=10
n=11
n=250
n=161
n=91
n=171

Cessation Duration
2-4 days
2-5 days
2-6 days
3-10 days (for back squat only)
4-8 days (for bench press only)†
5-11 days (for deadlift only)

Notes: PL=powerlifters; SM=strongman competitors. †=bench press cessation duration was statistically shorter (p<0.001) than deadlift cessation. No performance outcome data
was provided for qualitative studies.
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Table 2.5. Summary of tapering practices used with powerlifters and the effects of tapering on powerlifting performance.

Author and Year

Athlete

Häkkinen et al.
1991

PL/
NC-PL

Williams 2017

Godawa et al.
2012
*Pritchard et al.
2016
*Grgic & Mikulic
2017
Andre, Askow et
al. 2017

Sample
Size
n=5/
n=5

Taper
Model

Duration

Intensity

Volume

BS-1RM

BP-1RM

DL-1RM

PT

Wilks
Score

Step

7 days

↓↑

↓50.0%

↑

-

-

-

-

-

↑ 6.4%; 8.1 kgs
(p<0.05)†/
↑ 3.7%; 4.8 kgs
(p<0.05)

-

-

-

↑4.8%;
8.6 kgs
↑3.8%;
9.1 kgs

↑3.2%;
14.1 kgs
↑4.4%;
27.7 kgs

↑4.9%;
16.0 au
↑2.8%;
11.0 au

PL

n=15

Step

7 days

↑↓

↓
67.0%†
↓31.6%

PL

n=10

Exponential

14 days

↓ 25%

↑

EQ-PL

n=8

Exponential

14 days

↓ 25%

↑

PL

n=11

Exponential

17 days

↓ 5.0%

↓ 58.9%

-

-

-

-

-

PL

n=10

Exponential
Step

18 days

↓ 50.5%

-

-

-

-

-

PL

n=5

Linear

28 days

↓↑/↑
5.0%
↑10.0%/↓
4%

↓58.7%

↑

↑

↑

↑

↑

↑ 2.3%;
3.6 kgs
↑ 5.9%;
14.5 kgs

↑ 2.1%; 2.3 kgs
↑ 1.8%; 2.7 kgs

Notes: BS-1RM=back squat 1-repetition-maximum; BP-1RM; bench press 1-repetition-maximum; DL-1RM=deadlift 1-repetition-maximum; PT=powerlifting total;
PL=powerlifters; NC-PL=non-competitive powerlifters; EQ-PL=equipped powerlifters; ↓↑= maintained; ↓=decreased; ↑=increased. †=indicates outcome and result postoverload week (i.e., increased volume-load similar to planned overreaching). Williams conducted a 3-week study where week 1 was normal training, week 2 was an overload
week, and week 3 was a taper. Williams compared week 2 to week 3/ week 1 to week 3 outcomes. Godawa et al. tapered intensity by -10% during the first seven days of the
taper followed by -15% during the final 7 days of the taper. When combing groups, Godawa et al. showed statistical significance for combined BS-1RM (p=0.02), DL-1RM
(p=0.001), PT (p=0.005), and Wilks score (p=0.03) improvements. Andre, Askow et al. increased training intensity by 10% over week 1-3 of the taper (85% to 95%1RM) then
decreased intensity to 91% during week 4. *=denotes survey/qualitative studies. No performance outcome data was provided for qualitative studies.
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4. Discussion
The purpose of this study was to review the literature on tapering and training
cessation practices for powerlifting performance. Due to the paucity of literature, the
studies summarized in this review considered not only powerlifters, but similar strength
and power athletes (i.e., weightlifters, throwers, strongman competitors, American
football players) and strength-trained subjects who often use back squat, bench press,
and deadlift in their normal training routines. Only including studies from homogenous
samples was warranted to negate the dissolution of drawing inferences from samples
that do not align with powerlifters (e.g., soccer players, basketball players). Thus,
implications may be more accurately applied when sport scientists and coaches
incorporate these tapering and peaking strategies with powerlifters or to enhance
powerlifting performance. Unfortunately, the majority of tapering and training cessation
studies only included data on back squat and bench press performances, whereas deadlift
and powerlifting total performances as well as Wilks Score changes were not as
frequently reported. Additionally, the studies highlighted in this review incorporated
male and female athletes ranging from local to international level competition as well as
well-trained strength-trained males. Based on our findings, tapering and short-term
training cessation both appear to be effective for improving powerlifting performance.
The tapering protocols included in this review agree with the current literature and also
provide novel insights into some unconventional tapering practices.
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While the four classic methods of tapering have been previously defined and were
used to highlight the tapers implemented in the current review, it is important to note
that in some cases, linear and exponential tapers have been previously grouped together
as ‘progressive tapers’ [16,23]. Although the linear and exponential taper models indeed
use a progressive reduction in the training load over time, it was paramount to describe
the tapers relative to how the progressive reductions were implemented (i.e., linearly,
exponentially). In a meta-analysis by Bosquet et al. [23],

progressive tapers were

associated with greater performance improvement compared to step tapers with
endurance athletes. Additionally, the authors suggested step tapers were suitable for
maintaining performance. However, for maximal strength performance, it appears step
tapers may improve maximal strength to the same degree or greater compared to other
tapering models. Regardless, tapering with an exponential model or step model appears
to be preferred to improve powerlifting performance. More importantly, it may be
possible that the volume reduction is what determines the performance outcome more
than the taper model implemented.
For endurance sports, a training volume reduction of 40-70% over a 2-3 week period
is

recommended

to

significantly

improve

performance

[16,23,29].

Similar

recommendations have been provided for maximal strength [35]; however, the volume
reduction recommendation was 30-70% and a taper duration of up to 4-weeks. In the
current analysis, it appears that small to moderate volume reductions (~30 to ≤50%) seem
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to elicit greater performance outcomes compared to larger reductions (>50 to ≤70%) for
back squat and bench press performance particularly over a 2-week period (Table 2). The
smallest volume reductions in the current analysis were 32% and 37% yielding a ~4%
improvement on back squat and bench press performance with powerlifters and
weightlifters [42,43]. Using a 2-week step taper with national level throwers, Kyriazis et
al. [44] reduced intensity and volume (exact specifications were not detailed) which
improved back squat 1RM by 6% and throwing performance by 5%. In another study
with throwers, Zaras et al. [45] decreased volume by 25-40% over 2 weeks resulting in
improved throwing performances to a similar degree (5-6%). However, with only a 25%
volume reduction, the performance change was smaller relative to the 40% volume
reduction. Therefore, powerlifters may want to avoid volume reductions that are too
small (≤25%) and safely implement a reduction of at least 30-35% to elicit performance
improvements.
Furthermore, evidence suggests that the volume reduction can be as high as 90% with
endurance athletes [46]. However, these large volume reductions (≥70%) may not be
warranted when attempting to peak maximal strength to prevent maladaptation and
under-recovery [18]. For example, with a national level female weightlifter, a volume
reduction of >70% over a 3-week taper resulted in decreased weightlifting competition
performance (-2%) and laboratory performance decrements (loaded and unloaded jumps,
isometric mid-thigh pull) [47]. Likewise, Pritchard et al., [48] showed no change in
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isometric bench press performance after a volume reduction of >70% over a 7-day taper.
Interestingly, the opposing group did not exceed a reduction of 70% which resulted in a
positive performance change (3%). Pritchard et al., [48] attempted to reduce both groups’
training by 70% with the primary aim of manipulating intensity by 5% and -10%.
However, larger volume reductions may be needed and necessary after a planned
overreach (i.e., a mild increase in the overall training stimuli to elicit a performance
improvement [49]) prior to a short taper (7 days). For example, over a 3-week peaking
protocol implemented by Williams [43], volume was reduced by 32% relative to normal
training from week 1 and 1RM bench press performance improved by 4%. However,
during week 2, Williams [43] implemented a planned overreach week by increasing
volume by 107% prior to the taper. During the 1-week taper in week 3, volume was
reduced by 67% relative to the planned overreach volume, and bench press performance
improved by 6%. The aforementioned national level female weightlifter was prescribed
a planned overreach week prior to a 3-week taper [47] whereas the strength-trained males
tapered from normal training [48]. Therefore, it is possible that a planned overreach
followed by a large volume reduction of <70% can aid in rebounding performance during
a short taper (7 days). Studies with reports of increased or maintained intensity with large
volume reductions have also observed decreased muscle size relative to baseline or pretaper values. For example, decreases in vastus lateralis cross-sectional area have been
observed following 3-weeks of tapering in national level weightlifters possibly due to
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insufficient training volume [47,50]. Thus, a short taper (7 days) or a slight increase in
volume of ≤10% over 2-3 weeks may afford athletes with a small but meaningful fitness
improvement leading into a competition as demonstrated by Godawa et al. [41]. In the
current analysis, it appears that intensity manipulations may not dictate performance
changes to the same degree as volume manipulations.
The general recommendation for tapering is to increase or maintain intensity
[16,23,29,35]. However, to peak maximal strength for powerlifting performance, it
appears that intensity can be increased during the taper, but during the final days,
intensity is either maintained or decreased to promote recovery. For powerlifting,
increasing the intensity can only be done by a small margin (≤15%) considering that
normal training is typically ≥85% 1RM. Reducing volume to a large extent and increasing
high-intensity work could lead to negative performance outcomes or inhibit the athlete
from improving performance [51] as demonstrated by Pritchard et al. [48]. Although
some aspects of powerlifting performance improved with increased intensity [52,53],
maintaining intensity may be a safer option when constructing a taper for maximal
strength. For example, studies by Häkkinen et al. [54] and Seppänen [55] showed that
powerlifters and strength-trained individuals both improved performance by
maintaining training intensity at ~85% while reducing volume by approximately 50- 54%
over 1-2 weeks. The national powerlifters of Croatia reported performing a similar taper
[37], but the duration typically spanned 18 days. The tapering parameters reported by
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the New Zealand national powerlifting team were similar in duration (17 days) but
suggested that intensity is typically reduced by 5%. Studies that maintained intensity
appear to produce performance improvements of 1-6% [43,55] whereas those that
decrease

intensity

appear

to

produce

performance

improvements

of

2-10%

[41,42,44,48,56]. The studies that reported increased intensity [48,52,53] elicited either no
performance change or an unspecified overall performance improvement. However, for
the positive performance outcomes mentioned for collegiate powerlifters [52,53],
intensity was increased up to the last training session and then decreased by 4% for the
final training session followed by training cessation leading into a competition. Drastic
intensity reductions were also noted by Godawa et al. [41] during the final training week
leading into a competition with collegiate powerlifters. The tapering intervention
implemented by Godawa et al. [41] induced positive performance changes for all
powerlifting performance ranging from 2-6% by tapering intensity exponentially by 25%
while slightly increasing volume over a 2-week period [41]. Increasing volume is typically
seen through intensified training or planned overreaching and not tapering [57,58]. Thus,
this unconventional method of tapering needs further investigation.
Training cessation can be effective in terms of maintaining or improving performance
if implemented appropriately over a proper duration [21,22]. It has been proposed that
maximal strength adaptations can be maintained for up to 30±5 days if training is
completely removed due to a residual training effect [59]. However, experimental
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evidence has shown training cessation >7 days results in decreased maximal strength
performance ranging from 1-4% [18,22,60,61]. A meta-analysis by Bosquet et al. [22]
indicated that maximal force declines at similar rates with a cessation period of <7 and 714 days, but begins to diminish rapidly ≥15 days. Hortobàgyi et al. [60] showed that after
14 days of complete rest, powerlifters and American football players decreased maximal
strength for back squat and bench press, albeit not statistically significant. This
performance decline is likely attributed to a lack of stimuli across the cessation period.
Studies by Gibala, MacDougall, & Sale, [62] and Izquierdo et al., [63] provide additional
evidence suggesting that neuromuscular adaptions begin to diminish with 10 days of
training cessation and at 28 days significant reductions are noticed in back squat (-6%)
and bench press (-9%) 1RM. When assessing well-trained athletes, as highlighted in this
review, their eccentric force and sport-specific power, and recently acquired strength,
may decline significantly over ~30 days [64]. Thus, training cessation should not be
implemented to the extent that detraining occurs [18].
Conversely, training cessation durations that are too short (e.g., ≤1 day) may also
disallow optimum biological and psychological restoration to take place. For instance,
Weiss et al., [65] have shown that with 2, 3, 4, and 5 days of training cessation bench press
1RM can improve, but isometric bench press measurements may decrease. Interestingly,
days 2 and 3 of training cessation were the only days where isometric peak force
diminished similarly but provided the highest bench press 1RM outcomes. Pritchard et
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al. [21] recently corroborated the findings by Weiss et al., [65] showing that 3.5 days of
training cessation diminished isometric bench press rate of force development when
compared to 5.5 days although no overall effect on strength measures was observed.
However, Weiss et al., [65] also showed that 1RM bench press performance improved to
the greatest extent with as little as 2 days of complete rest. Similarly, over 2, 5, and 7 days
of training cessation, Anderson and Cattanach [66] observed a 5% average improvement
on 1RM back squat and bench press. Therefore, 2-7 days of training cessation appears to
be sufficient to maintain or possibly improve powerlifting performance. Reports from
strongman competitors appear to agree with this duration for back squat and bench
press, but deadlift training may cease over a slightly longer period of time [38]. For
national and international level powerlifters, longer durations of training cessation
specifically for the deadlift appear to be common practice [36,37]. The deadlift may be
completely removed and not trained for 1-2 weeks leading into a competition [36–38].
While recent studies suggest that recovery times are similar between back squat, bench
press, and deadlift [67,68], the actual tapering practices of high-level strength athletes
disagree [36–38].
Considering the lack of tapering studies performed on powerlifters, Table 5 provides
evidence from the available literature implementing various tapers in an attempt to peak
powerlifting performance with powerlifters. Häkkinen et al. [54] investigated the
effectiveness of reducing volume by 50% with competitive national Finnish powerlifters.
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It was suggested that performance can be brought to a peak when volume is cut in half
over 1-week. While this study implemented a 1-week step-wise reduction in volume of
50%, Grgic & Mikulic, [37] and Pritchard et. al. [36] reported similar reductions (51-59%)
over 17-18 days with national and international level powerlifters, although no
performance data was included. Williams [43] also showed that a 1-week step-wise taper
with an average reduction of 50% was sufficient to improve bench press 1RM by an
average of 5% with US powerlifters. Conversely, Godawa et al., [41] tapered intensity by
10% during the first week of the taper followed by 15% during the final week of the taper
while slightly increasing volume and still observed a positive performance outcome for
all powerlifting performances ranging between 2-6%. While Godawa et al., [41] noted
statistically significant changes for back squat, deadlift, powerlifting total, and Wilks
Score improvements, there were no significant improvements on bench press. Godawa
et al., [41] did report, however, smaller bench press 1RM performance improvements (2%
for equipped lifters, 2% for classic raw lifters) compared to Williams [43] 5% average
improvement. Nevertheless, these performance discrepancies may be attributed to the
sex, age, or level of competition between lifters in each study.
Nevertheless, maintaining or reducing intensity for powerlifters may allow
neuromuscular recovery and adaptation to occur. For example, national level Finnish
powerlifters were able to improve both maximal neural activation, as determined by
electromyographic activity for the quadriceps (excluding the intermedius muscle), and
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maximal force per unit of quadriceps femoris muscle cross-sectional area at the end of the
1-week taper [54]. Häkkinen et al. [54] indicated that maximal strength performance in
highly trained strength athletes may be brought to peak levels after a short duration of
reduced volume due to neuromuscular recovery. Reducing training volume by half to
facilitate recovery while maintaining training intensity (e.g., ≥85% 1RM) may be enough
to prevent detraining and peak force production. Interestingly, based on isometric bench
press performances observed by Weiss et al. [65], 4 days of cessation appears to elicit the
highest degree of force production improvements, which may be attributed to additional
neuromuscular recovery whereas 2 days of cessation elicited the highest 1RM
improvement. The tapering intervention implemented by Andre, Askow et al., [52,53]
provides additional evidence for powerlifting performance improvements to take place
following 4 days of training cessation. After increasing intensity for 3 weeks by 10%,
during the final week of a 28-day linear taper, intensity was reduced by 4% for the last
training session followed by 4 days of complete rest prior to the competition. All
powerlifters (n=5) reportedly improved competition performances and set 7 state records
on the day of competition [52,53]. While the tapering intervention appeared to be
successful, the performance improvements could also be attributed to the training
adjustments implemented during the final week of the taper.
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5. Conclusions
Based on the evidence reviewed, strength athletes tapering to improve powerlifting
performance should 1) reduce training volume by approximately 30-70%, 2) maintain
training intensity ≥ 85%1RM or reduce training intensity while 3) using either an
exponential or step taper model to manipulate the distribution of work over a 1-2 week
period followed by 4) short-term training cessation spanning over 2-7 days. Our
guidelines agree with findings by Pritchard et al., [35] with the exceptions that 1) optimal
taper duration may only be 2 weeks and 2) intensity can also be decreased, particularly
during the week of competition, to improve performance.
The effectiveness of the taper may be determined by the distribution of work
followed by complete rest leading up to a competition. However, some athletes may need
modifications outside the recommended ranges to achieve desired performance
outcomes. Future studies investigating tapering for maximal strength should include
detailed information regarding the construction and implementation of the taper. Studies
should also compare the effectiveness of tapering models (e.g., step taper vs exponential
taper) and compare the effects of tapering versus only using training cessation (e.g., 1week step taper vs 1-week training cessation). Additionally, a limitation of this study is
that we cannot account for the potential use of anabolic steroids nor other performanceenhancing drugs that are commonly used in strength and power sports [69–72]. It is
possible that athletes who use such substances require different recovery periods, and
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therefore, different tapering parameters prior to competition. Lastly, we cannot account
for any activities that subjects were involved in outside the strength training
interventions. This review provides an evidence-based approach for powerlifters aiming
to peak for competition.
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CHARACTERIZING THE TAPERING PRACTICES OF UNITED STATES AND
CANADIAN RAW POWERLIFTERS

ABSTRACT
The purposes of this study were to characterize the tapering practices of North American
powerlifters. A total of 364 powerlifters completed a 41-item survey encompassing
demographics, general training, general tapering, and specific tapering practices. Non-parametric
statistics were used to assess sex (male and female), competition level (regional/provincial,
national, international), and competition lift (squat, bench press, deadlift). The highest training
volume most frequently took place 5-8 weeks before competition whereas the highest training
intensity was completed 2 weeks before competition. A step-taper was primarily used over 7-10
days while decreasing training volume by 41-50% with varied intensity. The final heavy (>85%
1-repetition-maximum [1RM]) back squat and deadlift sessions were completed 7-10 days before
competition while the final heavy bench press session was completed <7 days before
competition. Final heavy lifts were completed at 90.0-92.5% 1RM but reduced to 75-80% 1RM
for back squat and bench press and 70-75% for deadlift during the final training session of each
lift. Set and repetition schemes during the taper varied between lifts with most frequent reports of
3x2, 3x3, and 3x1 for back squat, bench press, and deadlift, respectively. Training cessation
durations prior to competition varied between deadlift (5.8±2.5 days), back squat (4.1±1.9 days),
and bench press (3.9±1.8 days). Complete training cessation was implemented 2.8±1.1 days
before competition and varied between sex and competition level. These findings provide novel
insights into the tapering practices of North American powerlifters and can be used to inform
powerlifting coaches and athletes’ tapering decisions.

KEYWORDS: maximal strength, peaking, periodization, training cessation, training volume,
recovery
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INTRODUCTION
Powerlifting is a barbell strength sport where athletes have three attempts per lift to contest
back squat, bench press, and deadlift maximal strength (i.e., 1-repetition-maximum [1RM]) (39).
The International Powerlifting Federation (IPF) is the major governing body and dictates that
lifters may compete in the classic (also known as raw or unequipped lifting; only neoprene knee
sleeves, wrist wraps, belt, and singlet permitted in competition) or equipped divisions (i.e.,
assistive squat suits, knee wraps, bench shirts, deadlift suits are also allowed) (16). Although
powerlifting is not considered an Olympic sport, powerlifting is contested at the quadrennial
World Games (equipped division only) and annually at the IPF World Championships (i.e., both
classic and equipped are contested). However, classic powerlifting has only been contested as an
international level event since 2012. In the United States of America (USA) and Canada,
powerlifters competing in IPF affiliates (i.e., USA Powerlifting [USAPL], Canadian Powerlifting
Union [CPU]) compete at the regional/provincial and national levels throughout a given year.
Despite ~25 competitions taking place annually from the regional/provincial up to the
international level, limited data exists on the pre-competition training strategies (i.e., tapering
and peaking) of powerlifters (11,34), and none regarding North American powerlifters.

Tapering is the final stage of a training plan aimed at peaking performance by reducing
training load and increasing competition-task specificity. Tapering has been widely studied with
endurance (2,8,19,21,25–27,29,30,36), and team-sport athletes (4,9,13,17,20,41), but less
extensively with strength athletes (11,33,42). Further, the intricacies of tapering for maximal
strength are not clear and most athletes often use tapering guidelines recommended for
endurance athletes (8). Only two peer-reviewed studies have characterized tapering practices of
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powerlifters using semi-structured interviews (11,34). These studies demonstrated international
level New Zealand (n=11) and national level Croatian (n=10) powerlifters use tapering strategies
similar to current tapering recommendations (28,31,38). However, sample sizes were limited,
and may not fully reflect the general tapering practices of powerlifters. In fact, both studies
(11,34) indicated tapering practices may vary across levels of competition in powerlifting.
Additionally, as suggested by Grgic and Mikulic (11), it is possible there may be sex differences
in tapering practices, which could not be determined by a limited sample size.

Endurance athletes such as triathletes have reported different modes of tapering for their
three events (2,25). Similarly, powerlifters, strongman and CrossFit™ athletes have reported
different tapering strategies between lifts prior to major competitions (33,42). For example, a
short taper (i.e., ≤7 days) may be used for exercises such as overhead press and snatch whereas a
long taper may be used for deadlifting or yoke walking (i.e., ≥14 days) (33,34,42). While
powerlifting is limited to three lifts, lifters anecdotally claim the deadlift requires longer recovery
periods compared to the back squat and bench press (11,34). In fact, New Zealand powerlifters
reported performing their final heavy deadlift session further from competition compared to their
respective back squat and bench press sessions (34). Interestingly, current evidence indicates
recovery for back squat, bench press, and deadlift is similar, despite strength athletes stating
otherwise (11,33,34,42). Whether tapering practices differ between competition lifts requires
further investigation with a larger sample of powerlifters. Thus, the purpose of this study was to
characterize the tapering practices of powerlifters from the United States and Canada to
determine if tapering practices differed by sex, competition level, and competition lift.
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METHODS
Experimental Approach to the Problem
A modified version of the strongman tapering survey produced by Winwood et al. (42) was
used to identify how powerlifters taper prior to major competitions. The strongman survey was
originally created based on nine interview questions used with powerlifters (11,34). Sections of
the strongman survey of events performed (e.g., atlas stones, farmer carry, yoke walk), were
modified to represent the powerlifting competition lifts (i.e., back squat, bench press, deadlift).
The modified version of the survey included 41 items which were sectioned into the following
four categories: Demographics, General Training Practices, General Tapering Practices, and
Specific Tapering Practices.

Subjects
Male and female powerlifters met the inclusion criteria if they were at least 18 years of age
and competed in a USAPL, CPU, or IPF sanctioned regional/provincial, national, or international
competition within the last 12 months (Table 1). A total of 753 powerlifters accessed the online
survey and gave consent to participate. A total of 496 out of 510 powerlifters indicated using a
taper, while the 14 remaining powerlifters did not taper and only used training cessation prior to
competition. However, only powerlifters (n=364, 48%) who completed the entire survey and
performed a taper prior to competition were included in the statistical analysis.

Powerlifters from USAPL and the CPU were recruited through professional networks and
multimedia methods as previously described (42). A website (openpowerlifting.org and
openipf.org) compiling all powerlifting competition results was used to obtain result lists from
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USAPL regional and national competitions, CPU provincial and national competitions, and
results from IPF international level competitions. After identifying powerlifters from competition
results, networking sites such as ‘Facebook’ and ‘Instagram’ were used to contact the
powerlifters. Identified powerlifters were sent an electronic invitation letter to participate in the
survey. Additionally, USAPL and CPU coaches were provided with the invitation letter via
email or multimedia methods and were asked to send the survey to eligible athletes. The
electronic invitation letter outlined the objectives and purpose of the study, and requested
participant consent prior to beginning the survey, which was approved by the East Tennessee
State University Institutional Review Board (protocol #c1019.32e). The survey was only
available in the English language. REDCap survey software was used to create and distribute the
survey which allowed participants to exit at any time. To minimize recall bias, powerlifters were
asked to refer to their training logs and coaches when answering the survey (42).

Research Instrumentation
Test-retest reliability was previously assessed using this survey methodology and provided
stable and reliable responses for the majority of items (33,42,43). Prior to the final production of
the Tapering Practices of North American Powerlifters survey (see Appendix 1, Supplement
Digital Content 1), the survey was piloted with current ineligible powerlifters, coaches, sport
scientists, and research associates to ensure the survey was time efficient and comprehensible.
After piloting, the survey was modified to improve wording and question order prior to data
collection.
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Table 3.1 Demographics of North American Powerlifters
Sex
Female (n=139)

Male (n=225)

109 (30%)
150 (41%)
105 (29%)

82 (36%)
83 (37%)
60 (27%)

27 (19%)a*
67 (48%)
45 (32%)

36 (35%)
42 (41%)
25 (24%)

57 (28%)
92 (46%)
51 (26%)

16 (26%)
16 (26%)
29 (48%)

Weight Category (n, %)
LW (M: -66kg; F: -52kg)
MW (M: -74kg; F: -63kg)
HW (M: -105kg; F: -72kg)
SHW (M: >105kg; F: >72kg)

39 (11%)
124 (34%)
113 (31%)
88 (24%)

17 (8%)
75 (33%)
85 (38%)
48 (21%)

22 (16%)
49 (35%)
28 (20%)
40 (29%)

6 (6%)
43 (42%)
35 (34%)
19 (18%)

26 (13%)
64 (32%)
65 (33%)
45 (23%)

7 (11%)
17 (28%)
13 (21%)
24 (39%)

Height (Mean ± SD; cm)

170.4 ± 9.1

175.0 ± 7.0

162.9 ± 6.9a

172.0 ± 8.8

170.2 ± 9.2b3

168.1 ± 9.1b2**

204.1 ± 64.2
130.5 ± 48.5
226.4 ± 63.2
555.0 ± 170.9
418.0 ± 65.2

241.2 ± 50.0
160.0 ± 36.4
265.4 ± 44.4
659.5 ± 124.2
437.4 ± 63.9

143.9 ± 30.0a
82.6 ± 17.7a
163.2 ± 28.3a
385.9 ± 72.4a
402.9 ± 64.5a

185.2 ± 53.0b1
116.4 ± 38.8b1
208.8 ± 54.1b1
503.7 ± 142.6b1*
368.8 ± 59.3b1*

258 (71%)
106 (29%)

136 (60%)
89 (40%)

122 (88%)a
17 (12%)

63 (61%)b1**
40 (39%)

Age Category (n, %)
Sub-Jr./Junior (18-23y)
Open (24-39y)
Masters (≥40y)

Best Performances (Mean ± SD)
Back Squat (kg)
Bench Press (kg)
Deadlift (kg)
Powerlifting Total (kg)
Wilks Score (au)
Coaching (n, %)
Have a coach
Self-coached

Regional/Provincial
(n=103)

Competition Level
National
(n=200)

All Powerlifters
(n=364)

209.7 ± 65.0
134.8 ± 50.2
232.3 ± 63.3
570.6 ± 173.6
435.6 ± 53.8
152 (76%)
48 (24%)

International
(n=61)

217.5 ± 71.6b2*
140.1 ± 52.3b2*
236.8 ± 70.5b2*
590.4 ± 186.2b2
443.7 ± 64.9b2
43 (70%)
18 (30%)

Notes: Age categories were determined per the International Powerlifting Federation rulebook. Weight Categories were classified and modified per the World Games weight
class groupings. LW=light-weight, MW=middle-weight, HW=heavy-weight, SHW=super-heavy weight, n=total number of responses per total sample per grouping,
%=percentage of total sample per grouping, Mean ± SD=average ± standard deviation. a=significant difference between sex, p≤0.001. a*=significant difference between sex,
p≤0.01. b1=significant difference between regional/provincial and national competition level, p≤0.01. b1*=significant difference between regional/provincial and national
competition level, p≤0.001. b1**=significant difference between regional/provincial and national competition level, p≤0.05. b2=significant difference between regional and
international competition level, p≤0.001. b2*=significant difference between regional and international competition level, p≤0.01. b2**=significant difference between regional
and international competition level, p≤0.05. b3=significant difference between national and international competition level, p≤0.001.
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The Demographics section included questions pertaining to sex, weight class, age, height,
country of origin and contested federation, lifting experience, highest level competition
contested, best competition results, and coaching status. The General Training Practices section
included questions pertaining to number of training sessions performed per week, lifting
frequency of the competition lifts, session duration, competition preparation duration, and when
the highest volume and intensity is typically used. The General Tapering Practices section
questioned if a taper was used prior to competition, what type of taper is used, taper duration,
and how is training volume, intensity, frequency, and duration manipulated during the taper.
Tapering modes were defined and classified according to Mujika and Padilla (28) as step, linear,
and exponential with slow or fast decay. There was also an option for “other” in case a
participant believed these taper definitions did not include their mode of tapering. The General
Tapering Practices section also included questions addressing the number of training sessions
performed during the taper and during the final week of the taper, as well as when the final
training session was performed. The Specific Tapering Practices section questioned: lift
frequency, lift intensity, typical set and repetition scheme used for each lift, when the final heavy
session for each lift was performed, training cessation for each lift, if and when accessory lifts
were removed, if a weight cut was implemented, and recovery modalities used prior to
competition. All survey questions were closed-ended. The survey consisted of equal distances
interval scales (e.g., per day, per week, per month, per 15 minutes, etc.) and itemized rating
scales (e.g., 1=75-80%, 2=80-85%, 3=85-90%; etc.).
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Statistical Analyses
Mean and standard deviation were calculated for continuous variables, and normality was
assessed using a Shapiro-Wilk test. Categorical variables were reported as absolute number and
percentage of responses. Lifters were grouped by self-reported sex and highest competition level
(regional/provincial, national, and international). Distributions between sub-groups were
compared using a Chi-square test for categorical variables. Continuous variables followed a nonnormal distribution and were assessed using non-parametric statistics with a Holm-Bonferroni
adjustment to control the family-wise error rate. Sexes were compared using a Mann-Whitney U
test. Competition levels were compared using a Kruskal-Wallis with Mann-Whitney U tests.
Competition lifts were compared within subjects using a Friedman’s ANOVA with Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests. Criterion alpha was set at p≤0.05. Microsoft Excel v16.48 (Microsoft, Seattle,
WA) and SPSS 27.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) were used for statistical analyses.

RESULTS
A total of 364 powerlifters completed the survey with 78% (n=283) USAPL and 22% (n=81)
CPU powerlifters. Table 1 contains descriptive information of all participants with 62% (n=225)
males and 38% (n=139) females competing at the regional/provincial (28%, n=103), national
(55%, n=200), and international level (17%, n=61). Participants had been competing at their
highest reported level for 4.3±3.4 years with 71% (n=258) indicating they were coached. General
training session information is displayed in Table 2, general tapering information is displayed in
Table 3, and specific tapering information is displayed in Table 4.
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Overall, lifters most frequently reported using a step taper over a period of 7-10 days while
decreasing training volume by 41-50% (n=176) (Table 3). Lifters most frequently reported
increasing intensity (n=126) by 1-10% or decreasing training intensity (n=159) by 21-30%
(n=38) (Figure 1) during the taper. Lifters most frequently reported training frequency during the
taper either stayed the same (n=219) or decreased (n=140) by 1.8±0.9 days. Lastly, training
session duration primarily decreased (n=202) by 16-60 min or stayed the same (n=155). During
the taper, lifters most frequently reported an average training intensity was 85-90% 1RM for
back squat (n=135), bench press (n=140), and deadlift (n=102). During the final heavy session
(i.e., ≥85%), lifters most frequently reported training intensity was 90-92.5% for back squat
(n=112), bench press (n=95), and deadlift (n=98). Lastly, 71% (n=260) of participants reported
that accessory lifts were removed from training 1.9±1.2 weeks out prior to competition.
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Figure 3.1. Training intensity most often used during normal training, during the taper, and during the final session
prior to competition for each lift. These reports are based on what powerlifters use for training on average. A1, A2,
and A3 correspond to average training intensity used for each lift during the taper per reports based on response
frequencies. B1, B2, and B3 correspond to the highest training intensity used for each lift during the taper per reports
based on response frequencies. C1, C2, and C3 correspond to the training intensity used at any load during the final
session for each lift during the taper per reports based on response frequencies.
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Table 3.2 General Training Practices of North American Powerlifters

Training Sessions per Week (Mean ± SD)
Lift Frequency (Mean ± SD)
Back Squat
Bench Press
Deadlift
Back Squat Derivatives
Bench Press Derivatives
Deadlift Derivatives

All Powerlifters
(n=364)
4.4 ± 0.7
2.0 ± 0.7c1
2.5 ± 0.9c3
1.5 ± 0.6c2
1.0 ± 0.8
1.5 ± 1.1c3*
1.1 ± 0.7c2*

Male
(n=225)
4.4 ± 0.8

Sex

Female
(n=139)
4.3 ± 0.7

Regional/Provincial
(n=103)
4.4 ± 0.7b1

2.1 ± 0.7
2.7 ± 1.0
1.5 ± 0.7
1.0 ± 0.8
1.5 ± 1.1
1.1 ± 0.7

2.0 ± 0.6
2.3 ± 0.8a
1.4 ± 0.5
1.0 ± 0.8
1.4 ± 1.0
1.1 ± 0.6

2.0 ± 0.6
2.5 ± 0.8
1.4 ± 0.6
0.9 ± 0.8
1.5 ± 1.1
1.1 ± 0.7

Competition Level
National
(n=200)
4.5 ± 0.7b3*
2.0 ± 0.7
2.4 ± 0.8b3*
1.4 ± 0.5
0.9 ± 0.8b3*
1.4 ± 0.9b3
1.1 ± 0.6

International
(n=61)
4.2 ± 0.8b2*
2.0 ± 0.8
2.9 ± 1.2
1.6 ± 0.8
1.2 ± 0.8 b2*
1.9 ± 1.2 b2*
1.1 ± 0.8

Training Session Duration (n, %)
<1 hour
1-2 hours
2-3 hours
>3 hours

11 (3%)
222 (61%)
109 (30%)
22 (6%)

6 (3%)
126 (56%)
79 (35%)
14 (6%)

5 (3%)
96 (69%)a
30 (22%)
8 (6%)

7 (7%)
68 (66%)
24 (23%)
4 (4%)

3 (1%)
129 (65%)b3
58 (29%)
10 (5%)

1 (2%)
25 (41%)
27 (44%)b2
8 (13%)

Competition Prep Begins (n, %)
≤2 months out
3 months out
≥4 months

123 (34%)
123 (34%)
118 (32%)

67 (30%)
71 (31%)
87 (39%)

56 (40%)
52 (37%)
31 (22%)

39 (38%)
32 (31%)
32 (31%)

70 (35%)
68 (34%)
62 (31%)

14 (23%)
23 (38%)
24 (39%)

Highest Volume (n, %)
≤4 weeks out
5-8 weeks out
8-12 weeks out
≥12 weeks out

110 (30%)
162 (45%)
58 (16%)
34 (9%)

65 (29%)
108 (48%)
33 (15%)
19 (8%)

45 (32%)
54 (39%)
25 (18%)
15 (11%)

33 (32%)
47 (46%)
16 (15%)
7 (7%)

56 (28%)
94 (47%)
31 (16%)
19 (10%)

21 (34%)
21 (34%)
11 (18%)
8 (13%)

2.3 ± 1.2

2.3 ± 1.2

2.3 ± 1.2

2.2 ± 1.1

2.3 ± 1.1

2.4 ± 1.0

Highest Intensity (Mean ± SD)
Weeks Out

Notes: n=total number of responses per total sample per grouping, %=percentage of total sample per grouping, Mean ± SD=average ± standard deviation. a=significant difference
between sex, p≤0.001. b1=significant difference between regional/provincial and national competition level, p≤0.001. b2=significant difference between regional and international
competition level, p≤0.001. b2*=significant difference between regional and international competition level, p≤0.05. b3=significant difference between national and international
competition level, p≤0.001. b3*=significant difference between national and international competition level, p≤0.05. c1=significant difference between back squat and bench press,
p≤0.001. c2=significant difference between back squat and deadlift, p≤0.001. c3=significant difference between bench press and deadlift, p≤0.001. c2*=significant difference between
derivatives for back squat and deadlift, p≤0.05. c3*=significant difference between derivatives for bench press and deadlift, p≤0.05.
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Table 3.3 General Tapering Practices of North American Powerlifters
Sex
All Powerlifters
Male
(n=364)
(n=225)
Taper Mode (n, %)
Step
164 (45%)
90 (40%)
Linear
103 (28%)
59 (26%)
Exponential (Fast Decay)
32 (9%)
28 (12%)
Exponential (Slow Decay)
43 (12%)
35 (16%)
Other
22 (6%)
13 (6%)

Female
(n=139)

Regional/Provincial
(n=103)

Competition Level
National
(n=200)

International (n=61)

74 (53%)a
44 (32%)
4 (3%)
8 (6%)
9 (6%)

47 (46%)
31 (30%)
12 (12%)
7 (7%)
6 (6%)

98 (49%)
51 (26%)
12 (6%)
26 (13%)
13 (6%)

19 (31%)
21 (34%)
8 (13%)
10 (16%)
3 (5%)

Taper Duration (n, %)
<7 Days
7-10 Days
11-14 Days
>14 Days

123 (34%)
176 (48%)
44 (12%)
21 (6%)

70 (31%)
108 (48%)
30 (13%)
17 (8%)

53 (38%)
68 (49%)
14 (10%)
4 (3%)

39 (38%)
40 (39%)b1
20 (19%)b1
4 (4%)

59 (30%)
112 (56%)
19 (10%)
10 (5%)

25 (41%)
24 (39%)
5 (8%)
7 (11%)

Volume Change (n, %)
Increase
Decrease
Stays the Same

9 (2%)
342 (94%)
13 (4%)

4 (2%)
213 (95%)
8 (4%)

5 (6%)
129 (93%)
5 (6%)

4 (4%)
94 (91%)
5 (5%)

4 (2%)
191 (96%)
5 (2%)

1 (2%)
57 (93%)
3 (5%)

Intensity Change (n, %)
Increase
Decrease
Stays the Same

126 (35%)
159 (44%)
79 (22%)

81 (36%)
97 (43%)
47 (21%)

45 (32%)
62 (45%)a*
32 (23%)

32 (31%)
39 (38%)b1
32 (31%)b1

73 (36%)
89 (45%)
38 (19%)

21 (34%)
31 (51%)b2
9 (15%)b2

Frequency Change (n, %)
Increase
Decrease
Stays the Same

5 (1%)
140 (38%)
219 (60%)

5 (2%)
83 (37%)
137 (61%)

0 (0%)
57 (41%)
82 (59%)

1 (1%)b1*
45 (44%)
57 (57%)

4 (2%)b3
69 (35%)
127 (63%)

0 (0%)
26 (43%)
35 (57%)

Duration Change (n, %)
Increase
Decrease
Stays the Same

7 (2%)
202 (55%)
155 (43%)

7 (3%)
130 (58%)
88 (39%)

0 (0%)a*
67 (48%)
72 (52%)

4 (4%)b1**
52 (50%)
47 (46%)

3 (1%)
99 (50%)b3*
98 (49%)b3*

0 (0%)b2*
51 (84%)b2*
10 (16%)b2*

Notes: n=total number of responses per total sample per grouping, %=percentage of total sample per grouping, Mean ± SD=average ± standard deviation. a=significant
difference between sex, p≤0.001. a*=significant difference between sex, p≤0.001. b1=significant difference between regional/provincial and national competition level,
p≤0.01. b1*=significant difference between regional/provincial and national competition level, p≤0.05. b1**=significant difference between regional/provincial and
national competition level, p≤0.001. b2=significant difference between regional/provincial and international competition level, p≤0.01. b2*=significant difference between
regional/provincial and international competition level, p≤0.001. b3=significant difference between national and international competition level, p≤0.05. b3*=significant
difference between national and international competition level, p≤0.001.
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Table 3.4 Specific Tapering Practices of North American
Sex

Competition Level
Regional/Provincial
National
(n=103)
(n=200)

All Powerlifters
(n=364)

Male
(n=225)

Female
(n=139)

3.6 ± 1.0
2.9 ± 1.0
2.8 ± 1.1

3.7 ± 1.0
2.9 ± 1.0
2.9 ± 1.0

3.6 ± 0.9
3.0 ± 1.0
2.7 ± 1.1a

3.4 ± 1.1
2.7 ± 1.0b1
2.9 ± 1.2

3.8 ± 0.8
3.1 ± 1.0b2
2.8 ± 1.0

3.4 ± 1.1
2.7 ± 0.9
3.0 ± 1.1

Lift Frequency During Taper (Mean ± SD)
Back Squat
Bench Press
Deadlift

2.1 ± 0.9 c1
2.5 ± 1.0 c3
1.3 ± 0.7 c2

2.1 ± 0.9
2.6 ± 1.0
1.3 ± 1.3

2.2 ± 0.8
2.4 ± 0.9
1.2 ± 0.6

2.1 ± 1.0
2.4 ± 1.0
1.3 ± 0.8

2.2 ± 0.8b2*
2.6 ± 0.9
1.2 ± 0.6

1.9 ± 0.8
2.6 ± 1.1
1.3 ± 0.8

Final Heavy (≥85% 1RM) Session per Lift (n, %)
Back Squat
<7 Days Out
7-10 Days Out
>10 Days Out

120 (33%)
176 (48%)
68 (17%)

72 (32%)
106 (47%)
47 (21%)

48 (35%)
70 (50%)
21 (15%)

40 (39%)
45 (44%)
18 (17%)

64 (32%)
102 (51%)
34 (17%)b2*

16 (26%)b3
29 (48%)
16 (26%)b3

Bench Press
<7 Days Out
7-10 Days Out
>10 Days Out

231 (63%)
92 (25%)
41 (11%)

139 (62%)
61 (27%)
25 (11%)

92 (66%)
31 (22%)
16 (12%)

62 (60%)
27 (26%)
14 (14%)

138 (69%)
44 (22%)
18 (9%)

31 (51%)
21 (34%)
9 (15%)

Deadlift
<7 Days Out
7-10 Days Out
>10 Days Out

58 (16%)
202 (55%)
104 (29%)

36 (16%)
114 (51%)
75 (33%)

22 (16%)
88 (63%)a
29 (21%)

21 (20%)
55 (53%)
27 (26%)

28 (14%)
112 (56%)
60 (30%)

9 (15%)
35 (57%)
17 (28%)

Final Session at any Load – Days Out (Mean ± SD)
Back Squat
Bench Press
Deadlift

4.1 ± 1.9 c1
3.9 ± 1.8 c3
5.8 ± 2.5 c2

4.3 ± 1.9
4.0 ± 1.9
5.9 ± 2.6

3.9 ± 1.9
3.8 ± 1.8
5.7 ± 2.3

4.2 ± 1.9
4.0 ± 1.8
5.5 ± 2.5b1*

4.0 ± 1.9
3.8 ± 1.8
6.1 ± 2.3

4.4 ± 2.0
4.2 ± 1.9
5.6 ± 2.6

Final Training Sessions During Taper (Mean ± SD)
Sessions per Week During Taper
Sessions During Final Week of Taper
Final Training Session – Days Out from Competition

International
(n=61)

Notes: n=total number of responses per total sample per grouping, %=percentage of total sample per grouping, Mean ± SD=average ± standard deviation. *=significant difference across
items, p≤0.001; a=significant difference between sex, p≤0.05. b1=significant difference between regional/provincial and national competition level, p≤0.01. b1*=significant difference
between regional/provincial and national competition level, p≤0.05. b2=significant difference between national and international competition level, p≤0.001. b2*=significant difference
between national and international competition level, p≤0.05. b3=significant difference between regional/provincial and international competition level, p≤0.05. c1=significant difference
between back squat and bench press, p≤0.001. c2=significant difference between back squat and deadlift, p≤0.001. c3=significant difference between bench press and deadlift, p≤0.001.
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Sex comparisons revealed statistically significant differences in height (p<0.001), back
squat 1RM (p<0.001), bench press 1RM (p<0.001), deadlift 1RM (p<0.001), powerlifting total
(p<0.001), Wilks Score (p<0.001), bench press training sessions per week (p<0.001), general
training session duration (p<0.001), and timing of final training session prior to competition
(p=0.031). Competition level comparisons revealed statistically significant differences across
years of competition experience (p<0.001), best competition back squat (p=0.004), bench press,
(p=0.003), deadlift, (p=0.003) powerlifting total (p=0.001), and Wilks Score (p<0.001).
Statistically significant differences across all competition levels were also observed for bench
press sessions per week (p=0.006), back squat derivatives (p=0.046), bench press derivatives
(p=0.004), general training session duration (p<0.001), training sessions per week during the
taper (p<0.001), number of sessions during final week of taper (p=0.002), back squat sessions
per week during the taper (p<0.047), and deadlift sets performed during the taper (p=0.009)
(Figure 1, Figure 2). Between lift comparisons revealed statistically significant differences
between general back squat, bench press, and deadlift training frequency (p≤0.001).
Additionally, during the taper, deadlift was trained less frequently than bench press and back
squat (p≤0.001), and bench press was trained more frequently than back squat (p≤0.001). During
the taper, there were also statistically significant differences in the timing of the final training
session for each lift (p≤0.001).
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Figure 3.2 Set and rep scheme most often used during the taper for each lift. These reports are based on what
powerlifters use for training during the taper on average. A1, A2, and A3 correspond to training set(s) reports based
on response frequencies. B1, B2, and B3 correspond to training rep(s) reports based on response frequencies.

Analysis of miscellaneous tapering and recovery practices revealed the most common
recovery modalities were sleep and meditation (n=202), foam rolling, (n=174), mobility work
(n=173), and nutritional changes (n=170) (Figure 3). A total of 37% (n=135) of powerlifters
reported losing weight. The most frequently reported weight loss practice started at 7 days out
from competition (n=35) with a 2-3% reduction of body mass. Lastly, 87% reported using a
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training log to complete the survey. Other lifters indicated their coach helped them complete the
survey or a training log was not needed to recall their tapering practices.

Figure 3.3 Recovery modalities and strategies used during the taper. These reports are based on what powerlifters
most often use during a taper. Some athletes provided information that was representative of more than one theme and
thus contributed to more than one theme.
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Figure 3.4 Tapering events timeline. *=denotes data most frequently reported from lifters. †=denotes data represented by mean ±
standard deviation.
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DISCUSSION
This is the first study to document the tapering practices used by powerlifters competing in
the North American IPF affiliates, USAPL and the CPU. The main findings of this study for
general training were powerlifters most frequently reported completing 1–2-hour training session
~4 days per week and training back squat 2 times per week, bench press 2.5 times per week, and
deadlift 1.5 times per week across ~4 days. During the months leading up to competition, the
highest training volume was implemented 5-8 weeks out from competition while the highest
training intensity was implemented ~2 weeks out from competition. Overall, a step taper was
primarily used over 7-10 days by decreasing volume with varied intensity changes. Additionally,
training frequency was most often maintained, and session duration decreased along with the
removal of accessory exercises. Further, the final heavy training session (i.e., ≥85% 1RM) for
deadlift and back squat was trained 7-10 days out from competition, whereas the final heavy
bench press training session was <7 days out. The final session at any load was performed ~6
days out for deadlift while the final back squat and bench press were performed ~4 days out from
competition. Complete training cessation was typically implemented ~3 days out from
competition. To date, these data provide some of the most detailed reports on powerlifters’
general training and competition preparation (Figure 4). However, there were notable differences
based on sex, competition level, and competition lift.

Training discrepancies were observed between sexes, which sex-specific strength disparities
may account for. As expected, females had lower absolute strength compared to males,
particularly on bench press. It is well known that female’s upper body maximal strength is 5060% that of men (7,22) and as low as 32% (1) based on 1RM bench press. In the present study,
females tended to train bench press slightly less per week (2.3 ± 0.8) compared to males (2.7 ±
76

1.0). Females also tended to have shorter training sessions compared to males, which may partly
be due to fewer warm-up sets needed to reach lower working set loads used in training. Although
both sexes most frequently reported using a step taper, a greater proportion of males selected
exponential tapers. This may partly explain why males reported performing their final heavy
deadlift session and final training session further from competition compared to females. Most
interestingly, 88% of females reported to have a coach compared to only 60% of males. Sport
psychology literature suggests males tend to prefer an autocratic system, whereas females prefer
a democratic system (e.g., coach = leader; female athlete = follower) (15). However, regardless
of sex, higher level athletes prefer to have a coach who balances an autocratic-democratic
coaching relationship compared to lower level competitor counterparts (15), which appears to be
reflected in our data.

Additionally, there were competition level differences in performance and training practices
during the taper. For example, international lifters reported performing more bench press
sessions and back squat and bench press derivative sessions per week during the general training
compared to lower-level competitors. This supports previous assertions from sport scientists that
advanced athletes may need to reduce training monotony by implementing advanced training
regimens and movements within their training plan (18). International level powerlifters also
trained for longer durations which may explain why they tended to perform fewer training
sessions per week (4.2±0.8) compared to national (4.5±0.7) and regional/provincial (4.4±0.7)
level powerlifters during general training. Training session frequency differences may be further
explained by age related recovery needs. A greater proportion of master’s level athletes
competed at the international-level in our sample compared to the national- and
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regional/provincial-level. A recent review by Grgic et al. (12) supports these observed
differences indicating that younger individuals appear to respond more positively to higher
training frequencies compared to older individuals. Grgic et al. (12) also suggest lower-level
competitors use higher training frequencies to practice competition specific skills more often.
Despite competition level, this may be a deliberate action to promote overall recovery from
maximal strength-based training sessions (14) while priming competition specific skills during
the taper (38).

A recent literature review recommend powerlifters use a step or exponential taper 1-2 weeks
prior to competition (38). However, tapering literature for endurance athletes has suggested a
progressive (i.e., linear or exponential) taper is preferable to a step taper after prior overload
training (35). These recommendations may be reflective of endurance sport literature indicating
overload training (i.e., planned overreaching, intensified training weeks) is typically used prior to
a taper (8) rather than tapering from normal training as seen with strength athletes (38). Thus,
using the step taper with strength sport athletes may be effective due to the highest volume
training taking place between 4-5 weeks out from competition with taper durations ≤2.5 weeks
(11,33,34,42). Grgic and Mikulic (11) paralleled these findings suggesting a step or exponential
taper may be more effective for powerlifting because these taper types allow for a large, initial
drop in training volume. Winwood et al. (42) also found step tapers were preferred by some
strongman competitors because “the step taper felt best for rest and recovery and was easy to
program.” Our data showed 45% of powerlifters preferred the step taper compared to the
exponential taper with slow (12%) or fast (9%) decay. Thus, these studies provide descriptive
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evidence to support the use of a step taper performed over ≤10 days for peaking maximal
strength.

Maintaining or increasing training intensity during the taper has been considered the key
parameter to express training-induced adaptations (24). Similarly, reports from the semistructured interviews with powerlifters found lifters’ maintained or slightly increased training
intensity during the taper (11,34). However, considering average heavy training for strength
athletes is ≥85% 1RM (11,34,42), increasing intensity may not always be viable during a taper.
In fact, a recent systematic review indicated maintaining or decreasing intensity during a taper
may be necessary to peak maximal strength (38). Additionally, strongman competitors have
reported decreasing training intensity during their tapers to promote full recovery (42). Pritchard
et al. (32) compared a higher (+5%) vs lower (-8.5%) intensity taper in strength trained
individuals and found no differences in isometric peak force or jumping performance between
conditions, indicating small changes in training intensity during the taper do not appear to
appreciably alter maximal strength. Although our results showed powerlifters tend to decrease
intensity (44%, n=159) during the taper, there were no differences compared to lifters choosing
to increase (35%, n=126) or maintain intensity (22%, n=79). In agreement with recent reviews
on tapering for maximal strength (31,38), it appears intensity could be increased, decreased, or
maintained compared to pre-taper values to elicit positive performance outcomes. However,
volume manipulations during the taper likely play a more pivotal role in peaking maximal
strength performance (38).
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Training volume reductions are likely the key to peaking maximal strength (38). In the
current study, 94% (n=342) of powerlifters reported reducing training volume during the taper
with 49% (n=102) reporting a 41-50% reduction. These volume reductions appear to be
consistent with tapering for strongman (45.5 ± 12.9%) (42), CrossFit™ (41.2 ± 15.5%) (33),
national level powerlifting (50.5 ± 11.7%) (11), and international level powerlifting (58.9 ±
8.3%) (34). Similarly, Pritchard et al. (32) recommended reducing strength training volume by
>50% when tapering for maximal strength. Reducing the volume by half can be achieved by
removing accessory lifts during the taper to focus on the competition lifts as indicated by 71%
(n=260) of our sample. However, case studies with high-level weightlifters (5,37) have also
reported small decreases in vastus lateralis cross-sectional area following a 3-week exponential
taper where training volume was reduced by half. These results indicate reductions in training
volume over several weeks during a taper may compromise muscular adaptations. Nonetheless,
most powerlifters in the current study reduced training volume by half during a 1-week step
taper, which, due to the shorter duration, may not have resulted in similar losses in muscle size.
Thus, future studies should compare maximal strength and muscular adaptations between a step
and exponential tapers in strength athletes.

Shifting the training focus to competition lifts during the taper is vital to refine skill, promote
specific recovery periods per lift, and augment final adaptations needed to improve competition
day performances (28,38,40). This can be achieved by removing the noise (e.g., unwarranted
volume from accessory lifts) and optimizing the signal (e.g., only performing competition lifts)
during the final stage of training. Our results demonstrate training frequency was mostly
maintained for back squat (2.1 times per week), bench press (2.5 times per week), and deadlift
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(1.3 times per week) during the taper compared to general training. However, the final heavy
sessions for back squat and deadlift were trained further out from competition (7-10 days)
compared to bench press (<7 days). These data coincide with reports for final heavy session
performed for back squat, bench press, and deadlift from interviews with New Zealand
powerlifters (8, 7, and 11 days, respectively) and Croatian powerlifters (7, 6, and 8 days,
respectively) (11,34). Additionally, the final deadlift session with any load was performed
further out from competition (~6 days) compared to the final back squat and bench press sessions
(~4 days). In support, 90% of international level New Zealand powerlifters interviewed believed
deadlift required longer recovery, and reported performing their final deadlift session further
from competition (~7 days) compared to back squat and bench press (4 days) (34). The national
level Croatian powerlifters reported similar final sessions with the final back squat and deadlift 4
days out from competition and the final bench press session 3 days out from competition (11).
Strongman athletes have also reported tapering each lift differently with deadlift (~8 days) and
back squat (~7 days) performed further out from competition compared to bench press (~5 days).
Nonetheless, back squat, bench press, and deadlift exhibit similar recovery patterns in strengthtrained males following four sets of each lift performed to failure using 80% 1RM (6), and eight
sets of two repetitions of back squat and deadlift performed at 95%1RM (3). These discrepancies
may be due to differences in maximal strength or training characteristics between athletes and
laboratory participants. Nonetheless, our results indicate the powerlifters surveyed mostly
structure their tapering practices in-line with current recommendations for tapering to improve
maximal strength (31,38).
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The most popular recovery modalities previously reported by strongman competitors
included massage, foam rolling, nutritional changes, and static stretching (42). In the current
study, the most popular recovery modalities reported were sleep and meditation (n=202), foam
rolling (n=174), mobility (n=173), nutritional changes (n=170), massage (n=158), and
visualization techniques (n=135) (Figure 3). Nutritional changes before competition appear to be
a common theme amongst strength and power athletes in weight class sports (34,37,42). This is
likely due to athletes attempting to lose or maintain body mass to fit into their weight class (23).
In the current study, 37% of athletes (n=135) reported a loss of weight between 2-3% prior to
competition. Only 12% (n=16) of athletes reported their weight loss began ≥40 days from
competition, whereas the remaining 88% (n=119) of athletes reported a weight loss duration of
11.3±9.3 days, which corresponds closely to the reported taper durations (≤10 days). Powerlifters
attempting to lose >3% of their body mass close to competition is not recommended, (23) and
could lead to a poor taper outcome (34). Thus, recovery and nutritional strategies should
complement the taper used prior to competition.

Limitations of the present study include the subjective nature of surveys, which hinder causal
inferences from the dataset, alongside the inability to gather qualitative responses from scaled
survey questions. The sample was limited to USAPL and CPU powerlifters and may not reflect
the tapering practices of powerlifters from other countries. Also, it is possible lifters modify their
tapering practices reported in this study from competition to competition based on their training
prior to the taper, travel requirements, and competition level of importance. Future investigations
should experimentally test frequently reported taper characteristics (e.g., taper types and
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durations, accessory and competition lift cessation, recovery modalities) to examine the efficacy
of powerlifters’ self-reported tapering practices.

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
Based upon the practices of North American powerlifters, powerlifters may benefit from a
step taper where training volume is reduced by ~50% over a 7-10 day period. Intensity may be
manipulated but should be adjusted on an individual basis. Training session duration may be
decreased through removing accessory lifts to focus on competition lift specificity, as well as
performing fewer working sets on competition lifts. Session frequency may be programmed to
stay the same or decrease but will be dependent on how many days lifters take off prior to
competition. A period of ~3 days of training cessation could be implemented prior to major
competitions, and lifters may wish to perform their final heavy deadlift and back squat sessions
(7-10 days) further from competition compared to bench press (<7 days). The final heavy
sessions for all competition lifts may be performed using 90-92.5% 1RM while the final session
intensity could be reduced to 75-80% 1RM for back squat and bench press and 70-75% 1RM for
deadlift. Lifters may choose to use similar set and repetition schemes to those most frequently
reported for back squat (3 sets of 2 repetitions), bench press (3 sets of 3 repetitions), and deadlift
(3 sets of 1 repetition) during the taper. The above recommendations are based upon the practices
of powerlifters but should be tailored from competition to competition based upon an individual
athlete’s response to specific tapering protocols. Our findings provide novel insights into the
tapering practices of USA and CAN powerlifters and can be used to inform powerlifting coaches
and athlete’s tapering decisions.
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THE EFFECTS OF 3 VS 5 DAYS OF TRAINING CESSATION ON MAXIMAL STRENGTH

Abstract

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to compare the effects of 3 vs. 5 days of training
cessation on body composition, perceived recovery and stress state, and maximal strength.
Methods: Nineteen strength trained athletes (23.8±4.1y; 90.8±20.7kg; 174.2±7.3cm) completed
a powerlifting specific 4-week training block followed by either 3 or 5 days of training cessation.
Body composition, psychometric measures, upper and lower body maximal strength were
assessed before (T1) and after 4-weeks of training (T2), and at 3 or 5 days of training cessation
(T3). During the 4-week training block, athletes trained 3 days per week, performing 3-4
movements that included at least 2-3 competition lifts per session while performing 4-5 sets of 35 repetitions with intensity ranging from 75-100% one-repetition-maximum (1RM). Results:
Small, significant increases in body mass (p=0.016, Hedge’s g=0.04, n=19), back squat 1RM
(p<0.001, g=0.23), bench press 1RM (p=0.01, g=0.16), deadlift 1RM (p=0.003, g=0.20),
powerlifting total (p<0.001, g=0.21), and Wilks score (p<0.001, g=0.27) were observed
following the 4-week training block (T1 to T2). There were no significant differences between
groups for isometric back squat performance, psychometric measures, and body composition
following training cessation (T2-T3). However, small significant decreases in isometric bench
press performance were observed following 5 days (p<0.001, g=0.16), but not 3 days of training
cessation. Conclusions: The results of this study suggest maximal lower body strength can be
preserved during 3 and 5 days of training cessation, but maximal upper body strength is only
preserved for 3 days following 4-weeks of strength training in athletes.

Key Words: recovery, taper, detraining, back squat, bench press, deadlift
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Introduction
Short-term training cessation (≤7 days [7D]) is often used by strength athletes during the
final days of a taper, or in some cases in place of a taper, to ensure physiological and
psychological recovery is achieved to optimize performance prior to competitions.1,2 Although
some studies have investigated the effectiveness of short-term training cessation for strength
performance,3–6 the findings are inconclusive and the optimal duration of training cessation for
upper and lower body maximal strength is not well established.7 For example, Weiss et al.3 found
small, non-statistically significant increases in one-repetition-maximum (1RM) bench press and
isokinetic bench press peak force following 2D and 4D of training cessation in strength trained
men. However, Pritchard et al.5 found no statistically significant changes in isometric mid-thigh
pull or isometric bench press relative peak force following 3.5D and 5.5D of training cessation in
a similar group of participants. Nonetheless, strength athletes such as powerlifters and strongmen
commonly report using 3D to 5D of training cessation prior to competitions.8–10 These
conflicting findings highlight the need for additional research addressing the efficacy of training
cessation for maximal strength in athletes.

Strength athletes also often use rapid weight loss techniques in the final week prior to a
competition to reduce body mass (BM) and compete in their desired weight class.11 During this
period of reduced training or training cessation, undesirable changes in body composition (e.g.,
decreased fat free mass [FFM] and skeletal muscle mass [SMM], increased fat mass [FM] and
body fat percentage [BF%]) and decreased muscle size may occur and negatively impact
performance.12 Indeed, Travis et al.13 reported a decrease in vastus lateralis cross-sectional area
(CSA) measured via ultrasonography following a 3-week taper in senior national-level
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weightlifters preparing for a national championship. Additionally, athletes’ psychological state
may also impact competition performance. For instance, Travis et al.14 also reported
weightlifter’s perceived recovery and stress state did not begin to improve until the final 1-2D of
a taper leading into a national championship, at which point training cessation was implemented.
However, psychological measurements are not often included in training cessation studies
despite their importance in athlete monitoring.15 Thus, the purpose of this study was to compare
changes in maximal strength, body composition, and perceived recovery and stress state
following 3D or 5D of training cessation in strength athletes.

Methods
Subjects
Twenty-two athletes (n=18 men; n=4 women) volunteered to participate in the study;
however, only 19 athletes (16 men and 3 women; 23.8±4.1 y; 90.8±20.7 kg; 174.2±7.3 cm)
completed the study. Participants were powerlifters and strength-trained individuals with
competitive sporting backgrounds at the collegiate, national, and/or professional levels including
weightlifting, strongman, highland games, hockey, American football, baseball, rugby, CrossFit,
and track and field. All participants trained back squat, bench press, and deadlift routinely as part
of their normal training regimen prior to the study. The participants were considered well-trained
based on sporting background and initial 1RM capabilities relative to BM for back squat
(2.0±0.4), bench press (1.3±0.3), and deadlift (2.2±0.4). After 4-weeks of training, participants
were ranked based on calculated Wilks Score derived from BM and 1RM outcomes. Matched
pairs were randomly assigned to either a 3D (n=9) or 5D (n=10) training cessation group (e.g., a
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pair of subjects with Wilks Scores of 446 and 434 were assigned to opposite groups). All
participants read and signed an informed consent document prior to participating in the study as
approved by the university’s Institutional Review Board in conjunction with the Helsinki
Declaration.

Study Design
An experimental design was used to compare 3D and 5D of training cessation following a 4week training block. All participants were familiarized with testing procedures over a 2-week
period prior to beginning the study. Participants were instructed to arrive at the laboratory in a
fully rested, hydrated state, refrain from training and stimulants, and record all food consumption
over 48 hours prior to testing. Participants completed 3 testing sessions including: baseline
testing prior to the first week of training (T1), following 4 weeks of training (T2), and following
3D (2.85±0.18D) or 5D (4.87±0.17D) of training cessation (T3). Participants were tested for
body composition, stress and recovery state, and upper and lower body maximal strength.
Changes in maximal strength prior to (T1 to T2) and following training cessation (T2 to T3)
were assessed using multi-joint, lower and upper body isometric measures.

Strength Training Block: Following T1, participants completed a strength-training regimen
focused on improving powerlifting performance 3 d•wk-1 at the same time of day for 4 weeks
(Table 1). The 4-week block was designed to mimic a “normal training block” used by
competitive powerlifters.16 Participants were required to refrain from additional training and
excessive physical activity outside of the study, particularly on non-training days.
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All training sessions were supervised by the university’s powerlifting coaches who held
strength and conditioning specialist credentials (i.e., CSCS, ASCC). All participants performed
the same dynamic warm-up consisting of general calisthenics, bodyweight squats, upper body
twists and rotations, lower body twists and rotations, and competition lift specific warm-ups with
an empty barbell to prepare for the first training movement prescribed. All warm-up sets were
controlled, and participants were not allowed to perform more than 5 total warm-up lifts prior to
starting the prescribed working load. Training volume-load (VL) was determined by load x sets x
repetitions (Figure 1A). Training monotony and training strain were calculated for each week
using session ratings of perceived exertion (sRPE). sRPE was calculated by assessing ratings of
perceived exertion17 after each training session multiplied by session duration. Training
monotony was calculated by dividing the mean weekly sRPE by the standard deviation of the
week.18 Training strain was calculated as the product of the mean weekly sRPE and the training
monotony score for the week (Figure 1B).18
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Table 4.1 Strength training block.

Week

Testing

Day

Sets x Reps

Relative Training Intensity

0

T1

0

No lift

No lift

1

1

No lift

No lift

1

2

4x5

L/M (80.0±2.5%)

BS, BP, CGBP, BBR

1

3

5x3

M (82.5±2.5%)

BS, BP, DL

2

1

4x5

M/MH (85.0±2.5%)

BS, BP, CGBP, BBR

2

2

4x5

M (82.5±2.5%)

BS, BP, CGBP, BBR

2

3

5x3

MH/H (90.0±2.5%)

BS, BP, DL

3

1

4x5

MH (87.5±2.5%)

BS, BP, CGBP, BBR

3

2

4x5

M/MH (85.0±2.5%)

BS, BP, CGBP, BBR

3

3

5x3

H (92.5±2.5%)

BS, BP, DL

4

1

4x5

MH/H (90.0±2.5%)

BS, BP, CGBP, BBR

2

4x5

M (87.5±2.5%)

BS, BP, CGBP, BBR

3

3x1

VH/MAX (100.0±5.0%)

BS, BP, DL

1

No lift

No lift

4

T2

4
5

T3

Exercises

Mock Competition
x

x

T1=pre-training testing; T2=post-training testing; T3=testing at 3 days or 5 days cessation; L=light; ML=medium-light; M=medium; MH=medium-heavy;
H=heavy; VH=very heavy; MAX=maximal; BS=back squat; BP=bench press; CGBP=close-grip bench press; BBR=barbell row; DL=deadlift; x=completed
1RM on BS, BP, and DL.
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A.

B.

Figure 4.1 Training volume, intensity, monotony, and strain. A. displays the volume-load trend
along with the training intensity used over the 4-week training block. B. displays the training
monotony and strain trends associated with the volume and intensity completed over the 4-week
training block.
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Testing Procedures
Hydration Assessment: Hydration status was evaluated at the start of each testing session
using a refractometer (TOGO 4410 PAL-10S, Tokyo, Japan). If urine specific gravity was
≥1.020, the participant was required to drink water for at least 20 minutes before hydration status
was reassessed. Participants were not allowed to continue testing until urine specific gravity was
<1.020.

Short-Recovery Stress Scale Assessment: After evaluating hydration, the short recovery and
stress scale (SRSS) was administered.15 The SRSS consists of 8 items with adjectives grouped
into 4 subscales relating to recovery and 4 subscales relating to stress. The recovery-related
scales displayed 1 item for each subcategory: Physical Performance Capability, Mental
Performance Capability, Emotional Balance, and Overall Recovery. The stress-related scales
displayed 1item for each subcategory: Muscular Stress, Lack of Activation, Negative Emotional
State, and Overall Stress. Participants rated how much each expression applied to them prior to
each testing session. Responses were listed on a Likert-type scale ranging from 0 (does not apply
at all) to 6 (fully applies). The SRSS has been shown to be a valid and reliable psychological
instrument (Cronbach’s α ranges between 0.78-0.84).15

Body Composition: After assessing SRSS, a medical body composition analyzer (SECA
mBCA 515 v1.1 Hamburg, Germany) using bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) was used to
determine BM, FM, FFM, total body water (TBW) [i.e., composed of extracellular water (ECW)
and intracellular water], and SMM. Impedance was measured at frequencies ranging from 1 up to
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1,000 kHz.19 The measurement scanning sequence was performed segmentally in the following
order: right arm, left arm, right leg, left leg, trunk, right body side, and left body side.19 Testretest reliability was nearly perfect for all SECA variables with an interclass correlation
coefficient (ICC)=0.98 to 0.99, coefficient of variation (CV)=1.76 to 3.41%.19–22

Isometric Squat Assessment: After completing a standardized warm-up, participants were
positioned in a custom designed power rack that allows fixation of the bar at any height as
described previously.23 Briefly, knee angle (90º) was measured using a handheld goniometer
referencing the greater trochanter, lateral epicondyle, and lateral malleolus for the appropriate
isometric squat (ISQ) position. The same investigator measured bar height and knee angle, which
was replicated at each testing session. Kinetic variables were measured on 2 dual-axis force
plates (PS-2142; PASCO Scientific, Roseville, CA, USA) affixed side by side. Force plates were
connected to an interface (Airlink 2 PS-2010; PASCO Scientific) sampling at 1kHz and filtered
into a customized recording template (PASCO Capstone software v2.0; PASCO Scientifics). All
trials were exported from the customized template and force-time curves were processed in a
custom analysis software (LabView 2010, National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). Isometric
peak force (IPF) values, determined by maximal forces recorded from each trial, were used to
determine if additional trials were needed. Participants were required to complete 2 maximal
effort trials with IPF values within ≤100 N. If a trial >100 N, participants were required to
perform an additional trial. The mean of two trials with IPF≤100 N was calculated and
allometrically scaled to body mass (IPFa) for analysis. Test-retest reliability for ISQ IPF was
nearly perfect with an ICC=0.99, coefficient of variation CV=1.01%, and technical error
[TE]=69N.
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Isometric Bench Press Assessment: After completing ISQ testing, participants were given 3
minutes of rest before beginning isometric bench press (IBP) testing. Participants completed 10
repetitions on bench press with a 20kg barbell as a task-specific upper body warm-up.
Participants were then instructed to lay on the bench with their feet flat on the force plates and
assume their normal training grip. Elbow angle (90º) was measured with a handheld goniometer
referencing the acromion process, lateral epicondyle, and the capitate carpal. All participants’
hand placement was <81 cm apart as per International Powerlifting Federation competition
requirement.24 The same investigator recorded hand placement and bar height, which was
replicated at each testing session. Kinetic variables were assessed using 3 dual-axis force plates
(PS-2142; PASCO Scientific, Roseville, CA, USA) with 2 affixed side by side underneath the
base of the bench and 1 placed underneath the head of the bench. The force plates and bench
were placed inside a power rack with two sets of safety bars. Safety bars were positioned to
provide a 29mm gap. A 29mm barbell was placed between the safety bars and then loaded with
300kg to ensure no vertical or horizontal movement would take place during maximal effort
push. All data exporting and analyses procedures were performed as described in the ISQ
assessment. Test-retest reliability for IBP IPF was nearly perfect (ICC=0.99, CV=1.15%,
TE=26N).

One-Repetition-Maximum (1RM) Testing: Participants underwent 1RM testing in mock
competitions at T1 and T2. Both mock competitions were supervised and performed in
accordance with USA Powerlifting (USAPL) and validated 1RM procedures.25,26 The primary
investigator determined load increases for each attempt for all participants and recorded an RPE
of 10 under the following conditions: a) an RPE of 10 being recorded and the investigator
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determining that any load increase would not result in a successful attempt or the participant
failing on any subsequent attempt thereafter or b) a recorded RPE of 9 or 9.5 and then the
participant failing on the subsequent attempt with a load increase of ≤2.5 kg.

Statistical Analyses: After assessing analysis of variance (ANOVA) assumptions, a paired ttest was used to evaluate changes in 1RM measures following training, and a 2x3 mixed
ANOVA was used for all other variables. Significant interactions and main effects were followed
by post-hoc tests using a Benjamini-Hochberg adjustment. SRSS items violated the assumption
of normality and were assessed using non-parametric statistics. A Mann-Whitney U test was
used to determine differences between groups in SRSS items, whereas overall and within-group
changes were determined using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Within and between-group effect
sizes were calculated using Hedge’s g with 95% confidence intervals (CI). Effect size magnitude
was assessed using the following scale: 0.0-0.2 (trivial); 0.2-0.6 (small); 0.6-1.2 (moderate); 1.22.0 (large); 2.0-4.0 (very large); >4.0 (nearly perfect). Individual changes for each measurement
following training cessation were considered meaningful if they exceeded the TE. Alpha level
was set at p<0.05. SPSS version 26 (IBM, New York, NY, USA) and Microsoft Excel 2016
(Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) were used for all statistical analyses.

Results
The paired t-tests revealed statistically significant increases for back squat 1RM (p<0.001,
g=0.23), bench press 1RM (p=0.01, g=0.16), deadlift 1RM (p=0.003, g=0.20), powerlifting total
(p<0.001, g=0.21), and Wilks score (p<0.001, g=0.27) following the 4-week training block
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(Table 2). The 2x3 mixed ANOVA revealed significant interactions for IBP IPF (F(2,34)=3.88,
p=0.030) and IPFa (F(2,34)=3.45, p=0.04). No significant interactions or main effects were
observed for ISQ IPF or IPFa (Table 3, Figure 2A). Post-hoc comparisons revealed a significant
increase in IBP IPF (p=0.01, g=0.45) and IPFa (p=0.017, g=0.90) in 3D only following training,
whereas IBP IPF (p<0.001, g=0.08) and IPFa (p<0.001, g=0.16) decreased in 5D only following
training cessation (Table 3, Figure 2B). Individual results showed 9 athletes in 5D decreased IBP
IPF, whereas 4 athletes increased, and 5 athletes decreased IBP IPF in 3D following training
cessation relative to the TE.

The 2x3 mixed ANOVA revealed a significant main time effect for BM (F(2,34)=4.19,
p=0.02), and significant main group effect for fat mass (F(1,17)=5.61, p=0.03). Post-hoc
comparisons revealed an increase in BM following training in 5D only (p=0.04, g=0.06).
Additionally, fat mass was significantly greater in 5D compared to 3D (p=0.03, g=1.1), which
corresponded to a non-significant greater body mass in 5D compared to 3D (g=0.72) at baseline
(Figure 3A). Although no other significant differences existed between groups (p>0.05),
between-group effect sizes revealed moderate to large differences in response to training
cessation for FFM (g=0.75), SMM (g=0.78), torso SMM (g=1.20), right arm SMM (g=0.60), left
arm SMM (g=0.74), TBW (g=0.83), and ECW (g=0.94) favoring 3D over 5D (Table 3, Figure
3B). Individual results showed more athletes in 5D (n=4-5) experienced decreases in these
measures compared to 3D (n=1) relative to the TE.
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Wilcoxon-signed rank tests revealed Physical Performance Capability significantly increased
following training in 3D only (p=0.02, g=0.86). A combined significant increase in Muscle
Soreness was observed following training (p=0.025, g=0.61), and a significant decrease was
observed following training cessation (p=0.04, g=0.56). No significant within or between group
differences were observed for any other variable.

Table 4.2 Changes in absolute and relative 1RM performance.

Variable

T1

T2

p-value

Hedge’s g

90.8 ± 20.7
177.6 ± 47.3
119.3 ± 36.8
188.4 ± 41.5
485.3 ± 120.2
331.5 ± 54.4

91.7 ± 21.0
188.6 ± 44.2
125.2 ± 34.3
197.0 ± 40.4
510.7 ± 115.4
346.2 ± 51.7

p = 0.016
p < 0.001
p = 0.01
p = 0.003
p < 0.001
p < 0.001

0.04
0.23
0.16
0.20
0.21
0.27

BS1RMBM (kg•bm-1)
BP1RMBM (kg•bm-1)
DL1RMBM (kg•bm-1)

2.0 ± 0.4
1.3 ± 0.3
2.2 ± 0.4

2.1 ± 0.4
1.4 ± 0.3
2.2 ± 0.4

p = 0.001
p = 0.059
p = 0.156

0.23
0.16
0.13

PTBM (kg•bm-1)

5.5 ± 1.0

5.7 ± 1.0

p = 0.012

0.19

BM (kg)
BS1RM (kg)
BP1RM (kg)
DL1RM (kg)
PT (kg)
Wilks Score (au)

All pre-training (T1) and post-training (T2) data are represented as mean ± standard deviations. Alpha level set to
p<0.05. Hedge’s g=effect size magnitudes using the following scale: 0.0-0.2 (trivial); 0.2-0.6 (small); 0.6-1.2
(moderate); 1.2-2.0 (large); 2.0-4.0 (very large); >4.0 (nearly perfect). BM=body mass; BS1RM=back squat 1repetition-maxiumum (1RM); BP=bench-press 1RM; DL=deadlift 1RM; PT=powerlifting total; BS1RMBM= back
squat 1RM relative to BM; BP1RMBM= bench press 1RM relative to BM; DL1RMBM= deadlift 1RM relative to
BM; PTBM= powerlifting total relative to BM.
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Figure 4.2A Changes in isometric back squat performance. IPFa=Isometric Peak Force
allometrically scaled to body mass.
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Figure 4.2B. Changes in isometric bench press performance. IPFa=Isometric Peak Force
allometrically scaled to body mass.
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Isometric
Performance

Short Recovery and Stress Scale

Body Composition

Table 4.3 Changes in body composition, stress and recovery state, and isometric performances.
Combined Groups (n=19)
3 Day Cessation Group (n=9)

5 Day Cessation Group (n=10)

Variable
BM (kg)
FM (kg)

T1
90.8 ± 20.7
23.6 ± 11.4

T2
91.7 ± 21.0
23.8 ± 11.9

T3
91.6 ± 21.1
24.0 ± 12.4

T2
83.9 ± 11.5
17.8 ± 3.7

T3
84.2 ± 11.6
17.7 ± 3.8

T2
98.6 ± 25.6
29.1 ± 14.3

T3
98.4 ± 25.8
29.7 ± 14.8

FFM (kg)

67.1 ± 12.1

67.9 ± 12.3

67.6 ± 12.2

66.1 ± 10.2

66.5 ± 10.7

69.5 ± 14.3

68.6 ± 13.9

SMM (kg)

33.8 ± 6.6

34.2 ± 6.7

34.2 ± 6.6

33.1 ± 4.9

33.4 ± 5.2

35.2 ± 8.1

34.8 ± 7.8

TBW (I)

49.3 ± 8.9

49.8 ± 9.1

49.7 ± 9.0

48.4 ± 7.4

48.8 ± 7.7

51.2 ± 10.7

50.5 ± 10.4

ECW (I)

19.3 ± 3.6

19.5 ± 3.8

19.5 ± 3.7

18.7 ± 3.2

19.0 ± 3.4

20.2 ± 4.3

19.9 ± 4.1

Recovery Items (au)
PPC
MPC
EB
OR

4.6 ± 1.1
5.0 ± 0.9
4.9 ± 1.3
4.9 ± 0.8

5.1 ± 1.0
4.9 ± 1.4
5.1 ± 1.3
4.6 ± 1.4

4.9 ± 1.0
5.0 ± 0.7
4.9 ± 1.2
4.7 ± 1.1

5.2 ± 1.1
5.4 ± 1.0
5.3 ± 0.9
5.1 ± 1.3

4.8 ± 1.1
4.8 ± 0.8
4.9 ± 1.3
4.7 ± 1.0

4.9 ± 1.0
4.5 ± 1.5
4.8 ± 1.6
4.2 ± 1.4

5.1 ± 0.9
5.2 ± 0.6
5.0 ± 1.2
4.8 ± 1.2

1.2 ± 1.3
1.2± 1.3
0.7 ± 1.2
1.2 ± 1.0

2.2 ± 1.7
1.4 ± 1.8
0.8 ± 1.3
1.3 ± 1.6

1.3 ± 1.4*
0.8 ± 0.9
0.8 ± 1.3
1.1 ± 1.3

2.3 ± 2.2
1.2 ± 2.0
0.4 ± 0.7
0.8 ± 1.1

1.0 ± 1.3
0.7 ±1.0
0.8 ± 1.6
1.0 ± 1.6

2.0 ± 1.2
1.6 ± 1.7
1.2 ± 1.5
1.8 ± 1.9

1.5 ± 1.5
1.7 ± 0.8
0.9 ± 1.1
1.2 ± 1.1

ISQ
IPF (N)
IPFa (N∙kg-1)

2272.1 ± 40.5.0
113.6 ± 16.5

2291.8 ± 384.5
113.8 ± 14.9

2272.5 ± 395.6
112.8 ± 14.4

2293.2 ± 223.7
120.7 ± 15.2

2251.3 ± 175.3
118.2 ± 13.0

2290.6 ± 501.2
107.7 ± 12.2

2291.6 ± 533.7
108.0 ± 14.5

IBP
IPF (N)

1892.0 ± 488.6

1931.2 ± 434.0

1897.7 ± 471.2

1830.4 ± 203.8

1813.2 ± 354.6

2021.9 ± 566.1

1973.8 ± 564.6*

92.9 ± 11.8

94.7 ± 10.0

92.7 ± 12.2

95.6 ± 5.5

93.9 ± 11.3

93.8 ± 13.1

91.7 ± 13.5*

Stress Items (au)
MS
LA
NES
OS

IPFa (N∙kg-1)

All data are represented as mean ± standard deviations. T1=pre-training; T2=post-training; T3=cessation period; BM=body mass; FM=fat mass; FFM=fat free
mass; SMM=skeletal muscle mass; ECW=extracellular water; TBW=total body water; PPC=physical performance capability; MPC=mental performance
capability; EB=emotional balance; OR=overall recovery; MS=muscular stress; LA=lack of activation; NES=negative emotional state; OS=overall stress;
ISQ=isometric squat; IBP=isometric bench press; IPF=isometric peak force; IPFa=isometric squat isometric peak force allometrically scaled to body mass.
*=statistically significant change from T2-T3.
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Figure 4.3A Changes in Fat Mass. FM=fat mass
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Figure 4.3B Changes in Skeletal Muscle Mass. SMM=skeletal muscle mass
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Discussion
The purpose of this study was to compare changes in body composition, perceived recovery
and stress state, and maximal strength following 3D or 5D of training cessation in strength
athletes. The main findings indicate that maximal lower body strength can be preserved for 3D
and 5D of training cessation, but maximal upper body strength can only be preserved for 3D
following 4-weeks of strength training in athletes. While there were no statistically significant
differences in body composition between groups, between-group effect sizes favored 3D over 5D
of training cessation, particularly in the upper extremities. Further, the combined-group
decreases in muscular stress partly support an improved stress state following training cessation.

Our results partly agree with previous literature showing maximal strength is not altered with
short-term training cessation over 2-7D. Weiss et al.4 found small, non-significant increases in
1RM bench press, and low velocity isokinetic bench press peak torque following 2D and 4D of
training cessation, respectively. These findings were corroborated by Pritchard et al.5 who found
no significant changes in IBP or isometric mid-thigh pull relative peak force following 3.5D and
5.5D of training cessation in strength trained males. Nonetheless, Weiss et al.4 found significant
increases in 1RM heel raise following 4D of training cessation, albeit in previously untrained
males. Conflicting results between studies may be due to differences in prior training
(powerlifting specific vs general strength training), testing modality (single-joint isokinetic vs
multi-joint isoinertial), or participants’ training status (untrained vs strength athletes).
Importantly, in the current study there were noticeable differences between individuals in ISQ
and IBP relative peak force changes following training cessation that ranged from -14% to
+12%. While these individual differences should be considered, ≤5D training cessation does not
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appear to appreciably alter lower body isometric maximal strength; however, 5D training
cessation may negatively impact upper body isometric maximal strength. Interestingly, national
and international-level powerlifters report performing their final deadlift and squat sessions (~48D) further from competition than final bench press sessions (~3-4D).9,10 Thus, strength athletes
may be able to maintain lower and upper body maximal strength for 3D of training cessation
prior to competition. Alternatively, strength athletes may also use training cessation to prepare
for a minor competition without implementing a tapering protocol. This may allow athletes to
preserve maximal strength at less important competitions so they can achieve peak performance
later at an important competition.

Athletes’ psychological state is transient, and susceptible to changes in outside stressors and
training load, particularly during overreaching and tapering protocols.15 Accordingly, Storey et
al.27 reported increased negative mood state scores from the profile of mood state questionnaire
(POMS) following a 2-week overreach and decreased scores following a 1-week taper in
international level weightlifters. Similarly, collegiate weightlifters have consistently reported
decreases in overall stress and increases in overall recovery (SRSS) during the final 3D prior to
competition in published and unpublished work from our laboratory.14 Interestingly,
psychometric results from these studies coincided with the training cessation periods
implemented by the coaching staff prior to competition. Nonetheless, only a combined small,
statistically significant decrease in perceived muscular stress was observed following training
cessation in the present study. In support, Kellmann and Kölling15 note perceived muscular stress
sensitively depicts preceding stress, whereas items such as lack of activation and overall stress
reflect long-term stress. Thus, the training cessation periods implemented in this study may not
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have been long enough to alter lack of activation and overall stress items. Pritchard et al.5 also
observed no significant changes in psychological measures (POMS, and daily analysis of life
demands for athletes) following 3.5D and 5.5D of cessation in strength trained participants.
Differences in psychological measures may be explained by training cessation being preceded by
4 weeks of normal training5 or 3 weeks of tapering14,28 with the latter study demonstrating
improvements in athlete’s stress and recovery state. Therefore, short-term training cessation
alone does not appear to appreciably alter strength athletes’ psychological state. However, longer
periods of reduced training (i.e., tapering) coupled with training cessation appear to positively
impact athletes’ psychological state close to competition.

Decreases in FFM, whole muscle and single fiber CSA following prolonged training
cessation (i.e., detraining) have been well documented.29 However, changes in these measures
following short-term training cessation are less understood. Previous studies from our laboratory
have documented consistent, small decreases in vastus lateralis CSA following 3 weeks of
tapering in weightlifters.14,28 Interestingly, 7 of 10 athletes in the 5-day training cessation group
showed decreases in FFM and SMM. These decreases were coupled with decreases in TBW and
ECW, and increases in FM. The individual decreases in TBW and ECW may reflect a reduction
in exercise induced edema or sarcoplasmic protein loss following training cessation, which likely
contributed to individual decreases in FFM and SMM. However, it is also possible that
individual decreases in FFM and SMM following 5D of training cessation could be explained by
decreases in whole muscle and single fiber CSA. Hortobágyi et al.30 reported significant
decreases in strength athletes’ Type II fiber CSA following 14D of training cessation. However,
it is unknown whether similar changes in single fiber or whole muscle CSA contributed to
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individual decreases in FFM and SMM observed in the present study. Further, it is unknown
whether decreases in SMM are due to changes in other constituents such as intracellular water,
sarcoplasmic or myofibrillar proteins, intramuscular fat, or connective tissue. Thus, changes in
the constituents of skeletal mass following periods of reduced training and training cessation
require further study.

A limitation of this study was the lack of 1RM testing following training cessation, although
completing 1RM testing for squat, bench press, and deadlift 3-5D apart may not be warranted.
Future research should compare short-term training cessation durations as part of a taper aimed
at improving maximal strength. Further, the constituents of muscle mass changes following
short-term training cessation should also be investigated.

Practical Applications
Coaches and strength athletes should consider a trial-and-error approach to determine
individual short-term training cessation length (<7D) prior to competition. When strength
athletes are preparing for competition, upper and lower body training cessation durations can be
implemented in conjunction or separately. For example, all competition lifts may cease 3D out
from competition, or each lift may cease on different days (e.g., final deadlift 7D out, final back
squat 5D out, final bench press 3Dout). Maximal strength can be preserved over 3D of training
cessation prior to a competition without implementing a taper.
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Conclusion
Overall, this study demonstrates that maximal lower body strength can be preserved over 3D
and 5D of training cessation, but maximal upper body strength can only be preserved for 3D
following 4-weeks of strength training in athletes. Performance outcomes suggest strength
athletes can use short term training cessation as an alternative to a taper prior to minor
competitions when performance does not need to be peaked.
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Abstract

Before major athletic events, a pre-competition taper is often prescribed by reducing training
load to facilitate recovery and enhance performance. Powerlifters commonly report using step
and exponential tapers prior to important competitions. However, it is unknown which taper
model is most effective for peaking maximal strength and positively augmenting skeletal muscle.
Thus, the purpose of this study was to compare performance outcomes and skeletal muscle
adaptations following a step vs. an exponential taper in strength athletes. Sixteen powerlifters
(24.0±4.0 years, 174.4±8.2 cm, 89.8±21.4 kg) participated in a 6-week training program aimed at
peaking maximal strength on back squat (initial 1-repetition maximum [1RM]: 174.7±33.4 kg),
bench press (118.5±29.9 kg), and deadlift (189.9±41.2 kg). Powerlifters were matched based on
relative maximal strength, and randomly assigned to either a) 1-week overreach and 1-week step
taper or b) 1-week overreach and 3-week exponential taper during the 6-week peaking program.
Athletes were tested pre- and post-training on measures of body composition, jumping
performance, isometric squat, and 1RM. Whole muscle size was assessed at the proximal,
middle, and distal vastus lateralis using ultrasonography and microbiopsies at the middle vastus
lateralis site. Muscle samples (n=15) were analyzed for fiber size, fiber type via myosin-heavy
chain (MHC) isoforms (I, IIA, IIX, hybrid I/IIA) using whole muscle immunohistochemistry and
single fiber dot blots, gene expression, and microRNA abundance. There were significant main
time effects for back squat 1RM (p<0.001), bench press 1RM (p<0.001), deadlift 1RM
(p=0.024), powerlifting total (p<0.001), Wilks Score (p<0.001), squat jump peak-power scaled to
body mass (p=0.001), body mass (p=0.005), fat mass (p=0.002), and fat mass index (p=0.002).
There were significant main time effects for whole muscle cross-sectional area at the middle
measurement site (p=0.006) and averaged sites (p<0.001). There was also a significant
interaction for MHC-IIA fiber cross-sectional area (p=0.014) with post-hoc comparisons
revealing increases following the step-taper only (p=0.002). There were significant main time
effects for single-fiber MHC-I% (p=0.015) and MHC-IIA% (p=0.033), as well as for MyoD
(p=0.002), MyoG (p=0.037), and miR-499a (p=0.033). Overall, increases in whole muscle crosssectional area, fiber cross-sectional area, MHC-IIA fiber cross-sectional area, and MHC
transitions appeared to favor the step taper group. Conversely, changes in deadlift 1RM and
jumping performance favored the exponential taper group. Nonetheless, powerlifting
performance significantly improved following both taper models. An overreach followed by a
step taper appears to produce a myocellular environment that enhances skeletal muscle
adaptations, whereas an exponential taper may favor neuromuscular performance. These findings
provide novel evidence towards an enhanced neuromuscular profile following tapering in
strength athletes.

Keywords: powerlifting; muscle biopsy; fiber typing; gene expression; mRNA; resistance
training
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Introduction
Before major competitions, a taper is often prescribed as the final stage of training aimed at
decreasing physiological and psychological fatigue to achieve optimal preparedness.1,2 A taper is
typically constructed via reducing the amount of training, primarily through decreasing overall
training volume-load and manipulating intensity over 1-4 weeks.1–3 The manner in which work is
reduced can be accomplished using different taper models including step, linear, and exponential
with fast- or slow-decay.2 While the majority of the tapering literature has focused on endurance
sport performances, the current literature for tapering and peaking maximal strength is scant.

The evidence for tapering and peaking maximal strength primarily consists of observational4–
6

and qualitative research.7–10 To date, only two studies have experimentally compared tapering

strategies aimed at improving maximal strength: a) +5% vs -10% intensity manipulation11 with a
~70% volume-load reduction using a step taper, and b) a step vs an exponential taper with a
~54% volume-load reduction while maintaining intensity.12 Overall, this experimental evidence
suggests more favorable outcomes may be observed with a higher intensity taper over 2 weeks,
and a 2-week exponential taper may produce more favorable outcomes, compared to a step taper.
However, based on a recent systematic review, the optimal tapering duration for peaking
maximal strength may be ≤2 weeks where volume-load is reduced by half while maintaining or
reducing intensity.1 Interestingly, survey results from 364 United States and Canadian
powerlifters revealed lifters most frequently used a 7-10 day step taper with a 41-50% reduction
in volume-load, but varied intensity manipulation (-30% to +10%).13 Tapering for maximal
strength appears to be more sensitive to volume-load reductions and possibly the duration of a
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pre-competition taper, rather than intensity manipulations. Nonetheless, the tapering model used
to reduce volume-load and peak maximal strength requires further examination.

Studies with strength athletes have demonstrated whole muscle cross-sectional area (mCSA)
is maintained or slightly decreased during or after a taper possibly due to sustained reductions in
training volume.4–6,12,14–17 This is understandable given the direct relationship between training
volume and muscle size.18,19 While performances can vary as a result of whole muscle
maintenance or loss, it is unclear what underlying cellular or molecular changes are taking place
at the muscle fiber level with strength-based tapers. Skeletal muscle is highly plastic, which is
evidenced by changes in muscle fiber composition in response to different training stimuli.20,21
Specifically, tapering has been shown to favor myosin-heavy chain (MHC)-IIA isoforms by
increasing fiber cross-sectional area (fCSA), peak force, and power output,22–25 albeit in
endurance athletes. Considering MHC-IIA muscle fibers are the most abundant and largest fibers
in powerlifters,26–32 creating a cellular environment that enhances IIA fiber content may be
warranted. Unfortunately, it is unknown whether similar muscular adaptations occur in strength
athletes following a taper. Further, additional myocellular constituents (e.g., sarcoplasm, gene
expression, protein abundance) driving whole muscle and single fiber adaptations in strength
athletes during a taper are still unclear.

When assessing taper-induced MHC isoform shifts, there are concurrent MHC isogenes (e.g.,
myosin-heavy chain 7 [MYH7], myosin-heavy chain 2 [MYH2], myosin-heavy chain 1
[MYH1])33 that encode different types of molecular motors.34 Over a decade ago, evidence was
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provided to support the mechanisms underlying skeletal muscle regulation which was linked to
vast arrays of muscle-specific genes encoding for proteins that required specialized functions for
contractile apparatuses, enzymes, receptors, and ion channels.34,35 Downstream from gene
expression, collections of muscle-specific microRNAs (miR) (i.e., MyomiR)36 mediated by cell
proliferation, differentiation, contractility, and stress responses were identified. miR inhibits
translation and promotes messenger RNA degradation. Thus, the interactions between genes and
miR are vital for understanding molecular mechanisms that influence skeletal muscle
adaptations.

Prior work by D’Souza et al.37 characterized powerlifters’ muscle phenotype via gene and
miR expression suggesting that powerlifters possess unique expression profiles, compared to
other populations. However, only one study has attempted to assess these molecular markers
during a training protocol with powerlifters, albeit aimed at enhancing muscle hypertrophy.38
Contrary to the notion that exercise gene response and adaptative potential are attenuated as
training status improves, findings by Murach et al.23 suggest transcriptional flexibility in MHC-I
and MHC-IIA at the gene level can be observed after tapering in collegiate distance runners.
Nonetheless, changes in gene and miR expression have not been studied in strength athletes
following a taper. Given the influence of muscular adaptations on maximal strength
outcomes,18,32,39–41 genes mediating muscle phenotype (i.e., SRY-box transcription factor 6
[SOX6], myosin-heavy gene 7 [MYH7], myosin-heavy gene 2 [MYH2], myosin-heavy gene 1
[MYH1]), and regulating myogenesis (i.e., protein Pax7 [PAX7], Myostatin [MSTN], myogenic
differentiation 1 [MyoD], myogenin [MyoG]) may elucidate tapering-induced muscular
adaptations at the molecular level.36–38 In addition to gene expression, examining muscle-specific
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miRs highly expressed in powerlifters (i.e., miR-133a, -206, -486, -499a), and indicative of
catabolic gene inhibition (i.e., miR-23, miR-451) may enhance our understanding of the genemiR interactions with subsequent muscular adaptations following tapering. Whether taper
models commonly used by strength athletes exhibit differences in gene expression and
corresponding muscle phenotype remains to be investigated.

Currently, it is unclear which tapering model is most effective for peaking maximal strength
and positively augmenting skeletal muscle. Additionally, beyond macroscopic assessments,
molecular measurements are needed to further understand taper-induced adaptations. Thus, the
purpose of this study was to compare performance outcomes and skeletal muscle adaptations
following a step versus an exponential taper in strength athletes.

Materials and Methods
Ethical Approval and Participant Screening
A total of 16 powerlifters (14 males and 2 females; 24.2 ± 4.0 y; 174.4 ± 8.2 cm; 89.8 ± 21.4
kg) read and signed an informed consent document before beginning the study. This protocol
was reviewed and approved by the East Tennessee State Institutional Review Board and
complied with the Helsinki Declaration (approved protocol # 0191.15f). Inclusion criteria were
as follows: 1) 18-35 years old; 2) free from injury/illness that would hinder participation; 3)
regularly trained the powerlifting movements (i.e., back squat, bench press, deadlift) over the last
year; and 4) could demonstrate a 1RM strength level ≥1.5x body mass on back squat and
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deadlift, and ≥1x body mass on bench press. Participants completed all testing and training
sessions, and there were no dropouts.

Experimental Design
An experimental design was used to compare a 1-week step vs. a 3-week exponential taper
completed during a 6-week peaking program. All participants were familiarized with testing
procedures over 4-weeks prior to beginning the study. Before any training, participants
underwent a 1RM testing session where they were ranked based on calculated Wilks Score (i.e.,
coefficient used to compare relative strength across differing body mass and between sex).42
Matched pairs were randomly assigned to either the step or exponential taper by an assistant
unaffiliated with the study. All participants trained 3 days per week at the same time of day. At
the end of each training session, participants provided session rating of perceived exertion (1-10)
and duration (min), which were used to calculate weekly training monotony and strain.43,44
Participants were instructed to arrive at the laboratory in a fully rested, hydrated state, refrain
from training and stimulants, and complete a 48-hour dietary log prior to the first testing session
to be replicated prior to the second testing session. Participants completed two testing sessions:
one week prior to any training (T1) and one week post-taper (T2) (Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1. Testing Timeline. T1=pre-training testing week. T2=post-taper testing week.
BIA=bioelectrical impedance analysis.

Training Program
Following the T1 testing week, both groups trained at the same time of day on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday (Table 5.1 and Table 5.2). In brief, the primary compound exercises
included were back squat, bench press, deadlift, close-grip bench press, and over-head press.
Secondary accessory exercises included a mix of pulling, pushing, and pressing movements.
Relative training intensity was highest on Monday, the lowest training intensity was prescribed
on Wednesday, and moderately high intensity was prescribed on Friday. Both groups completed
the same training during weeks 1 and 2. The step taper group continued “normal training” for
weeks 3 and 4. For week 5, a planned overreach was prescribed consisting of a 150% volumeload increase from the average volume-load completed during weeks 1-4. During week 6,
volume-load was reduced by 50% from the overreach volume-load using a step taper.
Conversely, for the exponential taper group, an overreach was prescribed on week 3 consisting
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of a 150% volume-load increase from the volume-load completed during weeks 1-2. For weeks
4, 5, and 6, volume-load was reduced by 50% from the overreach volume-load using an
exponential taper. For both groups, 2 days of complete training cessation was provided prior to
the final 1RM testing session. The total volume-load (sets x repetitions x load [kg]) including
warm-up sets completed over the 6-week program was matched between groups.
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Day 2
Lab Testing
BS, BP, PU, DP
BS, BP, PU, DP
BS, BP, PU, DP
BS+BS, BP+BP, PU, DP
BS, BP, PU, DP
BS+BS, BP+BP, PU, DP
Lab Testing

Day 3
Biopsy Sampling
BS, BP, PU, DP
BS, BP, PU, DP
BS, BP, PR, CGBP
BS+BS, BP+BP, PR
BS, BP, PR, CGBP
BS+BS, BP+BP, PR
Biopsy Sampling

Day 1
1RM Testing Session
DL, OHP, BBR, RF
DL, OHP, BBR, RF
BS, BP, DL, OHP
BS, BP, DL, OHP
BS, BP, DL, OHP
BS+BS, BP+BP, DL+DL, OHP
1RM Testing Session

Day 2
Lab Testing
BS, BP, PU, DP
BS, BP, PU, DP
BS, BP, PU, DP
BS, BP, PU, DP
BS+BS, BP+BP, PU, DP
BS+BS, BP+BP, PU, DP
Lab Testing

Day 3
Biopsy Sampling
BS, BP, PU, DP
BS, BP, PU, DP
BS, BP, PR, CGBP
BS, BP, PR, CGBP
BS+BS, BP+BP, PR
BS+BS, BP+BP, PR
Biopsy Sampling

Exponential Taper
Group

Step Taper
Group

Table 5.1 Testing Timeline and Exercise Prescription
Day 1
Testing (T1) 1RM Testing Session
Week 1 DL, OHP, BBR, RF
Week 2 DL, OHP, BBR, RF
Week 3 BS, BP, DL, OHP
Week 4 BS, BP, DL, OHP
*
Week 5 BS, BP, DL, OHP
#
Week 6 BS+BS, BP+BP, DL+DL, OHP
Testing (T2) 1RM Testing Session

Testing (T1)
Week 1
Week 2
*
Week 3
#
Week 4
##
Week 5
###
Week 6
Testing (T2)

T1=pre-training testing week; T2=post-taper intervention testing week; DL=deadlift; OHP=over-head press;
BBR=bent over barbell row; RF=rear fly; BS=back squat; BP=bench press; PU=pull-ups; DP=dips; PR=pendlay
row; CGBP= close-grip bench press; BS+BS=back squat with downsets; BP+BP=bench press with downsets;
DL+DL=deadlift with downsets; *=denotes planned overreach; #=denotes taper week 1; ##=denotes taper week 2;
###
=denotes taper week 3.
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Exponential Taper Group

Step Taper
Group

Table 5.2 Training Program Prescription for Relative Training Intensity, Sets, and Repetitions.
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
RI
Sets x Reps
RI
Sets x Reps
RI
Sets x Reps
Week 1
82.5-87.5%
4x5
77.5-82.5%
4x5
80.0-85.0%
4x5
Week 2
85.0-90.0%
4x5
82.5-87.5%
4x5
87.5-92.5%
4x5
Week 3
87.5-92.5%
4x3
82.5-87.5%
4x5
85.0-90.0%
4x5
Week 4
90.0-95.0%
4x3
80.0-85.0%
3x3+2x5; 3x5
82.5-87.5%
3x2+2x5; 3x5
*
Week 5
82.5-87.5%
7x3
77.5-82.5%
7x5
80.0-85.0%
7x5
#
Week 6
90.0-95.0%
1x1+3x2; 3x2
85.0-90.0%
3x2+2x5; 3x5
70.0-75.0%
3x2+2x5; 3x5

Week 1
Week 2
*
Week 3
#
Week 4
##
Week 5
###
Week 6

RI
82.5-87.5%
85.0-90.0%
82.5-87.5%
87.5-92.5%
90.0-95.0%
90.0-95.0%

Day 1
Sets x Reps
4x5
4x5
7x3
4x3
4x3
1x1+3x2; 3x2

Day 2
RI
Sets x Reps
77.5-82.5%
4x5
82.5-87.5%
4x5
77.5-82.5%
7x5
82.5-87.5%
4x5
80.0-85.0%
3x3+2x5; 3x5
85.0-90.0%
3x2+2x5; 3x5

RI
80.0-85.0%
87.5-92.5%
80.0-85.0%
85.0-90.0%
82.5-87.5%
70.0-75.0%

Day 3

Sets x Reps
4x5
4x5
7x5
4x5
3x2+2x5; 3x5
3x2+2x5; 3x5

RI=relative training intensity of %1-repeitiom maximum; *=denotes planned overreach; #=denotes taper week 1;
##
=denotes taper week 2; ###=denotes taper week 3. For sets x reps such as 3x3 + 2x5, this indicates primary exercise work
prescribed (3x3) followed by additional work (2x5) as described via exercise selection in Table 2.1 If a secondary
assistance exercise is included in the session, the set and repetition scheme is followed by a semicolon (e.g., 3x3+2x5;
3x5). Refer to Table 2.1 to reference exercise prescription.
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Laboratory Testing Procedures
Hydration Assessment: Hydration status was evaluated at the start of each laboratory assessment
using a refractometer (ATAGO 4410 PAL-10S, Tokyo, Japan). If urine-specific gravity was
≥1.020, the participant was required to drink water for at least 20 minutes before hydration status
was reassessed. Participants were not allowed to continue testing until urine-specific gravity
reached <1.020.

Jump Performance Assessment: Participants performed a standardized dynamic warm-up to
prepare for squat jumps (SJ). Unloaded SJs were performed on dual uniaxial force plates affixed
side by side with a sampling frequency of 1,000 Hz (Rice Lake Weighing Systems, Rice Lake,
WI). The SJ was performed with a near weightless plastic pipe placed across the shoulders to
eliminate arm swing. The tester instructed each participant to squat down to a 90º knee angle,
which was confirmed with a handheld goniometer. Two warm-ups were completed at 50% and
75% maximal effort. When commanded, each participant was instructed to “step on the force
plate,” receive the “ready position” and hold the 90º squat position until the force-time trace was
stable for at least 2 seconds. The tester then shouted “3, 2, 1, jump!” and the participant executed
a maximal effort jump. Using the live SJ jump-height (SJH) metric, at least two jumps were
performed within a range of ≤2 cm. All jump trials were recorded and analyzed using a custom
program (LabView 2018, National Instruments Co., Austin, TX). Variables of interest (SJH:
interclass correlation coefficient (ICC)=0.96, coefficient of variation (CV)=2.55%; peak power
allometrically scaled for body mass (PPa) (ICC=0.96, CV=2.08%) yielded repeated
measurement values consistent with previous reports from our laboratory.4,5
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Isometric Squat Assessment: Participants were positioned in a custom designed power rack that
allows fixation of the bar at any height as described previously.45 Each participant’s bar height
was determined by a 90º knee angle confirmed with a handheld goniometer referencing the
greater trochanter, lateral epicondyle, and lateral malleolus for the appropriate isometric squat
(ISQ) position. The same investigator measured bar height and knee angle, which was replicated
at each testing session. Kinetic variables were measured on dual uniaxial force plates affixed side
by side with a sampling frequency of 1,000 Hz. Prior to maximal testing, two warm-up trials
were provided at 50% and 75% maximal effort. At least two maximal effort trials were
administered. Additional trials were provided if isometric peak force (IPF) values were ≥100 N.
The ISQ trials with the two highest IPF values were analyzed using a custom program (LabView
2018, National Instruments Co., Austin, TX). Test-retest reliability for ISQ IPF was nearly
perfect (ICC=0.99, CV=1.97%).

One-Repetition-Maximum (1RM) Assessment: Participants underwent two 1RM testing sessions
at T1 and T2 in the form of mock competitions aimed at achieving a true 1RM. Both mock
competitions were supervised and performed in accordance with USA Powerlifting (USAPL)
rules while using validated 1RM and attempt selection procedures.46–48 The primary investigator
determined load increases for each attempt for all participants under the following conditions: a)
a rating of perceived exertion of 10 being recorded and the investigator determined that any load
increase would not result in a successful attempt or the participant failing on any subsequent
attempt thereafter or b) a recorded rating of perceived exertion of 9 or 9.5 and then the
participant failing on the subsequent attempt with a load increase of ≤2.5 kg.
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Skeletal Muscle Measurements
Body Composition Assessment: A medical body composition analyzer (SECA mBCA 515 v1.1
Hamburg, Germany) using bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) was used to determine body
mass, fat mass (FM), fat free mass (FFM), fat mass index (FMI), fat free mass index (FFMI),
total body water (TBW) [i.e., composed of extracellular water (ECW) and intracellular water],
and skeletal muscle mass. Impedance was measured at frequencies ranging from 1 to 1,000
kHz.49 The measurement scanning sequence was performed segmentally in accordance with the
user instruction manual in the following order: right arm, left arm, right leg, left leg, trunk, right
body side, and left body side.49 Test-retest reliability was nearly perfect for all SECA variables
with an ICC=0.98 to 0.99 and CV=1.76 to 3.41%.49–52

Ultrasonography: Anatomical mCSA of the right vastus lateralis was assessed using 2D
ultrasonography (LOGIQ P6, General Electric Healthcare, Wauwatosa, WI, USA). A 7.5 MHz
ultrasound probe was covered with water-soluble transmission gel to aid acoustic coupling.
Depression of the skin was avoided while collecting the cross-sectional image. Sampling
locations of interest were mCSA1/3 (proximal), mCSA1/2 (middle), and mCSA2/3 (distal) of femur
length, which was determined by the distance between the greater trochanter and the lateral
epicondyle of the femur. Each sub-region was measured, recorded, and marked with a permanent
marker to guide biopsy procedures relative to the area of interest. Each participant laid on their
left side in a recovery position with hips perpendicular to the examination table in the axial
plane. The mean of three images from each sub-section was used for analysis. For analysis,
mCSA was measured by tracing the inter-muscular interface around each muscle cross-sectional
image using a secondary software (Image-J Fiji version 2.0.0-rc-68/1.52g, National Institutes of
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Health, Bethesda, MD).53 mCSA from individual sites (mCSA1/3, mCSA1/2, mCSA2/3) and the
mean of three sites (mCSAavg) were analyzed to assess changes in regional and whole muscle
size, respectively. Test-retest reliability was nearly perfect (ICC: 0.99; CV=0.98%) and agrees
with previous reports published from the same technician.4

Muscle Biopsy: Following ultrasound scans, local anesthesia (1% xylocaine, Hospira, Inc., Lake
Forest, IL) was injected subcutaneously in the right vastus lateralis at the site corresponding to
the mCSA½ femur length ultrasound marking. Muscle biopsy samples were obtained using a
14G x 9cm biopsy instrument with a 13G x 3.9cm co-axial introducer (MCXS1409LX
SuperCoreTM Semi-Automatic Biopsy Instrument, Argon Medical Devices, Frisco, TX, USA).
After placing the introducer needle, 5-6 passes were performed with the biopsy needle extracting
approximately 15-20 mg of muscle tissue per pass. As a result, muscle samples totaled
approximately 75-120 mg, which were separated from connective and adipose tissue.
Approximately four fascicles were removed from the total muscle sample and mounted in
duplicate on corks in tragacanth gum/optimal cutting temperature mixture (Thermo Fisher
Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA) and frozen in liquid N2-cooled isopentane for histological
analyses. The remaining tissues were then weighed, equally divided into 3-4 CryoTube® vials
(Nunc®, Roskilde, Denmark), flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored in -80ºC for subsequent
analyses. These procedures were implemented at T1 and T2.

Immunohistochemical Analysis: Cork mounted samples were cut into 10 µm cross-sections
using a cryostat (Model Microm HM 505; Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) and mounted on
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positively charged microscope slides (FisherbrandTM Superfrost Plus; Fisher Scientific,
Pittsburgh, PA, USA). Section quality and tissue integrity were assessed using hematoxylin &
eosin staining. MHC fiber type immunofluorescent detection was performed using published
methods with modifications for human skeletal muscle.54 Muscles sections were blocked with
10% normal goat serum in 1xPBS and incubated overnight (12 h) in 4ºC with a primary antibody
(1ºAb) cocktail obtained from the Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank (DSHB; Iowa City,
IA, USA) containing MHC-IIA (SC-71 dilution 1:25), MHC-IIX (6H1 dilution 1:100), and
Laminin (28E dilution 1:12.5). MHC-I was left unstained to optimize the immunofluorescent
signal to noise ratio and to minimize nonspecific binding in the background of images. After an
overnight incubation, a 3x5-minute wash at room temperature was completed using PBS/0.1%
Triton-X100 prior to and following a 1 h incubation at room temperature with the secondary
antibody (2ºAb) cocktail with specific fluorophores directed to each 1ºAb antibody. These
included MHC-IIA/Alexa Flour 350 (IgG1 dilution 1:100; Invitrogen #A21120), MHCIIX/Alexa Flour 488 (IgM dilution 1:500; Invitrogen #A21042), and Laminin/Alexa Flour 555
(IgG2a dilution 1:250 #A21137). Slides were then mounted with an anti-fade mounting medium
(Vectashield HardsetTM; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) prior to microscopy imaging.
Multi-channel 5x5 tile scanned images of entire cross-sections were captured with an incubated
confocal laser scanning microscope (Zeiss LSM 880 with Airyscan; Zeiss International,
Oberkochen, Germany). Images were processed for fCSA and MHC content using ImageJ
software (ImageJ 1.53a, Java 1.8.0_172_64-bit, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD).
Due to the lack of MHC-IIX fibers, only MHC-I and MHC-IIA fibers were used for the final
analysis.
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Single Fiber Analysis
Single Fiber Isolation and Permeabilization: Approximately 25-30mg of tissue from each biopsy
was placed in skinning solution for later analyses of permeabilized single muscle fibers to assess
MHC content. Our chemical based skinning solution contained (in mM) 125 potassium
propionate, 2.0 EGTA, 4.0 ATP, 1.0 MgCl2, and 20.0 imidazole (pH 7.0) and 50% (vol/vol)
glycerol as previously described.22 A total of 105±4 single muscle fibers that were 1-3 mm in
length were isolated from tissue bundles using jeweler’s forceps. The number of single fibers
used for analysis is justified by recent work from Murach et al.55 showing that a) single fiber
phenotyping results are the same for 25 vs 125 fibers; and b) false discovery rate was 0% beyond
25 fibers. Thus, any analysis >25 fibers can reliably estimate fiber type distribution of a larger
sampling of fibers.55 Single fibers were placed into individually-labeled 0.6-mL microcentrifuge
tubes containing 10 µL of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) loading buffer (0.125 M Tris-HCl, 10%
glycerol, 4% SDS, 4M urea, 10% 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.001% bromophenol blue, pH 6.8 diluted
2:1 with 1x Tris-HCl [pH 6.8]).56 Samples remained in SDS loading buffer at room temperature
for at least 2 h prior to immunoblotting and then placed in -20º for storage (Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.2. Schematic of single fiber isolation and dot blot timeline for myosin-heavy chain analysis. SDS= sodium dodecyl sulfate; MHC-I Blot
#1=immunoblot treated for myosin-heavy chain I; MHC-IIA Blot #2=immunoblot treated for myosin-heavy chain IIA; MHC-IIX Blot
#3=immunoblot treated for myosin-heavy chain IIX; 1ºAb=primary antibody; 2ºAb=secondary antibody; 1%BSA=1% bovine serum albumin;
RT=room temperature.
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Single Fiber Phenotyping: An immunoblotting dot blot protocol previously described56,57 was
modified and used to determine pure MHC-I, -IIA, -IIX, and hybrid -I/IIA content of single
fibers. Hybrid MHC-IIA/IIX fiber type determination was not possible with this method due to
MHC-IIX antibody overstaining and non-specific binding as explained by Christiansen et al.56
To begin dot blotting, samples were solubilized by vortexing for ~5 s. Three PVDF membranes
cut to 8 cm x 13 cm were activated with 100% methanol and equilibrated in transfer buffer. The
wet membranes were placed on top of a single piece of dry filter paper and a 96 well wafer was
affixed atop each membrane (Figure 5.2). For each sample per subject, 1 µL of each fiber was
applied to the same corresponding well of each wet membrane and allowed to dry. The dry
membranes were then reactivated with 100% methanol and equilibrated in transfer buffer (25
mM Tris, 192 mM glycine, pH 8.3 and 20% methanol). Per our modifications, each blot was
placed inside individual PerfectWestern™ blot boxes (GenHunter Corporation, Nashville, TN) to
optimize each MHC signal, avoid Ab cross-activity, and to eliminate stripping of proteins. Each
blot was quick washed for ~30 s three times in Tris-buffered saline containing 0.1% Tween20
(TBST), and then placed in blocking buffer (5% non-fat dry milk in TBST) for 5 min. Following
blocking, membranes were rinsed with TBST and incubated individually for 2 h with gentle
rocking with 1ºAb obtained from DSHB diluted in 1% BSA/PBST. Each 1ºAb corresponded to
labeled blot boxes for blot box #1 for MHC-I (BA-F8 dilution 1:200), blot box #2 for MHC-IIA
(SC-71 dilution 1:200), and blot box #3 for MHC-IIX (6H1 dilution 1:100). After 1ºAb
incubations, membranes were washed 3x5 min with TBST and then incubated in goat anti-mouse
IgG horseradish peroxidase 2ºAb at room temperature while gentle rocking for 1 h. Each 2ºAb
was obtained from Invitrogen and diluted in blocking buffer corresponding to blot box #1 for
MHC-I (IgG2b; diluted 1:20,000), blot box #2 for MHC-IIA (IgG1; diluted 1:20,000), and blot
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box #3 for MHC-IIX (IgM; diluted in 1:20,000). Lastly, the 3x5 min wash was repeated and
membranes were individually exposed to clarity enhanced chemiluminescence reagent
(SuperSignal™ WestDura Extended Duration Substrate; Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) for
molecular imaging (ChemiDoc™ XRS; Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc.) using Immun-Star HRP
settings in ImageLab™ software (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc.).
It was possible to determine pure MHC-I, -IIA, and -IIX content per each blot probed for specific
1ºAb and 2ºAb as well as hybrid MHC-I/IIA (Figure 5.3). If no MHC protein was present, the
corresponding well for all 3 blots produced a blank which may have indicated an unsuccessful
collection of a fiber. Additionally, a process of elimination was used to determine MHC content
as described previously.56 Christiansen et al.56 determined that the quantification of MHC-I, -IIA,
-IIX, and -I/IIA is a reliable and valid phenotyping method compared to Western Blots using a
total of 40 single fibers. In this study, we compared the fiber types of ~3,000 fibers from
immunohistochemical (IHC) cross-sections to ~3,000 single fibers which produced a very strong
relationship between the two methods (r2=0.94) per pure fiber content. It appeared that the pure
MHC output was similar between each method; however, the dot blot protocol produced higher
sensitivity for I/IIA hybrid fibers whereas IHC output showed greater sensitivity for revealing
possible IIA/IIX hybrid fibers. Our methodology is in agreeance with previous literature showing
that single fiber phenotyping with strength and power athletes can accurately assess the presence
of pure and hybrid fibers compared to the common over- and under-estimations produced from
traditional IHC analyses.58 A recent study by Lamboley et al.57 also used dot blot phenotyping to
confirm force output for MHC-I and MHC-II muscle fibers and suggest that the data of both
methods were in 100% agreement.
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Figure 5.3. Muscle measurements for B-mode ultrasonography whole muscle imaging, immunohistochemical muscle fiber analysis, and single
fiber dot blot analysis. Panel A shows image differences between skin, subcutaneous fat, and skeletal muscle mass of the vastus lateralis. Panel B
shows cell border staining (Laminin), unstained myosin-heavy chain (MHC)-I fibers (Black) and fibers that positively stained for MHC-IIA
(Magenta). Panel C shows dot blotting output and analysis procedures: circled dot=fiber detected, H=hybrid MHC-I/IIA detection, and
Blank=example of no fiber detection.
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Muscle mRNA and miRNA Analyses
Total RNA was extracted from ~20 mg of tissue from the vastus lateralis biopsy using the
AllPrep® DNA/RNA/miRNA Universal Kit (QIAGEN GmbH, Hilden, Germany) following the
manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, frozen muscle samples were homogenized on ice in Lysing
Matrix D tubes (MP Biomedicals, Irvine, CA) using the Cool Prep 24 homogenizer (MP
Biomedicals) followed by RNA purification. RNA quality was verified spectrophotometrically
using the A260/A280 ratio ≥1.8 determined using a Nanodrop 2000 (Thermo Scientific, Rockford,
IL, USA). Reverse transcription of RNA-to-complimentary DNA (cDNA) was conducted using a
High-Capacity reverse transcription kit (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) performed with a
GeneAmp® PCR System 9700 (Applied Biosystems; Foster City, CA, USA). cDNA was
quantified using a nanodrop and aliquots were stored at -20ºC for real time-polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR) analysis. Genes and miRNAs of interest were based on previous literature
demonstrating significant roles in hypertrophy, strength, and fiber type changes relative to a
given training stimulus or controls.37,38,59 Genes selected for analysis were the following: PAX7,
MSTN, MyoD, MyoG, SOX6, MYH7, MYH2, and MYH1 (Supplementary Table 1).
Additionally, endoplasmic reticulum membrane protein complex subunit 7 (EMC7), charged
multivesicular body protein 2A (CHMP2A), and chromosome 1 open reading frame 43
(C1orf43) were used as housekeeping genes for reference.37,60 Target miRNAs selected for
quantitation were miR-23a-5p, -133a-3p, -206, -451a, -486-5p, -499a-3p, while miR-186-5p and
-361-5p were used for reference (TaqMan® Advanced miRNA Assays, ThermoFisher).36,37,61 All
mRNA primer sequences were designed using a BLAST software and determined based on
previously published primer reports (Supplementary Table 2).37
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Quantitative RT-PCR (qPCR) analysis of messenger RNA (mRNA) for target genes was
conducted using Power SYBR™ Green I Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) using gene specific
primers. Additionally, target miRNAs analyses were conducted using TaqMan® Fast Advanced
Master Mix (Applied Biosystems). Samples and reagents were loaded in a MicroAmp FastOptical 96 Well Reaction Plate and run in triplicate. Plates were analyzed on a 7500 Fast RTPCR System (Applied Biosystems). Relative mRNA levels were normalized to CT calculations
from housekeeping genes. Standard and melting curves were performed for every target to
confirm primer efficiency and single-product amplification. The abundance of mRNA was
measured using the 2-∆∆CT method.62,63

Statistical Analyses
The results are presented as mean values and standard deviations (mean ± SD). A 2x2
repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA; Group x Time) was used to test all
performance and physiological variables. Significant main effects were followed by post-hoc
pairwise comparisons using a Holm-Bonferroni adjustment. Effect sizes were determined using
Hedge’s g (g) and classified as small ≤ 0.20, medium between > 0.20 and < 0.60, and large >
0.60.64 Alpha level for significance was defined as p ≤ 0.05. All analyses were performed using
IBM SPSS Statistics v.27 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL) and Microsoft Excel v16.49 (Microsoft
Corporation, Redmon, WA).
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Results
Training Volume-Load, Monotony, and Strain
There was a significant group by time interaction (p<0.001), and main time effect (p<0.001) for
training volume-load. Post-hoc analyses revealed volume-load during weeks 2-5 was
significantly greater than week 1 volume load within each group (p<0.05). However, week 6
volume-load was significantly less than week 1 volume-load in the step (p<0.001) and
exponential taper group (p<0.001). Further, volume-load was significantly different between
groups during week 3 (p=0.019) and week 5 (p=0.001) corresponding to the overreach week
during the exponential and step taper, respectively. However, total volume-load completed
during the 6-week program (step taper: 213,323 ± 50,066 kg vs. exponential taper: 203,568 ±
35,260 kg) was not significantly different between groups (Figure 5.4A, Figure 5.4B).

There was a significant group by time interaction (p=0.016), and main time effect (p<0.001) for
training monotony. Post-hoc analyses revealed training monotony was significantly lower during
weeks 2 (p=0.023), 4 (p=0.021), 5 (p=0.025), and 6 (p<0.001) compared to week 1 in the
exponential taper group. However, only training monotony during week 6 (p=0.023) was lower
than week 1 in the step taper group. Further, training monotony was significantly greater during
week 5 in the step taper group compared to the exponential taper group (p=0.027). Total training
monotony during the 6-week program was not significantly different between groups (Figure
5.4C).
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Figure 5.4. Training metrics from all work completed across the 6-week peaking program.
Panels represent (A) training volume-load, (B) relative training intensity, (C) training monotony,
and (D) training strain. *=planned overreach week; #=taper weeks.
There was a significant group by time interaction (p<0.001), and main time effect (p<0.001) for
training strain. Post-hoc analyses revealed training strain was significantly greater during week 3
(p=0.002), and lower during week 6 (p=0.006) compared to week 1 in the exponential taper
group. Training strain was significantly greater during week 5 (p=0.007), and lower during week
6 (p=0.05) compared to week 1 in the step taper group. Further, training strain was significantly
greater during week 3 (p=0.009) in the exponential taper group compared to the step taper group,
but vice-versa during week 5 (p=0.028) corresponding to the overreach weeks in each group.
Total training strain during the 6-week program was not significantly different between groups
(Figure 5.4D). There were no other significant main effects for training volume-load, monotony,
and strain.
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Performance Assessments
For maximal strength, there were significant main time effects for back squat 1RM (p<0.001),
bench press 1RM (p<0.001), deadlift 1RM (p=0.024), powerlifting total (p<0.001), and Wilks
Score (p<0.001) (Figure 5.5A, Table 5.3). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons revealed statistically
significant increases in back squat 1RM (p=0.002, g=0.37; p<0.001, g=0.54), bench press 1RM
(p<0.001, g=0.38; p<0.001, g=0.35), powerlifting total (p=0.003, g=0.25; p<0.001, g=0.48), and
Wilks Score (p=0.003, g=0.36; p<0.001, g=0.55) following the step-taper and the exponential
taper, respectively. However, deadlift 1RM (p=0.009, g=0.48) significantly increased following
the exponential taper only.
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Figure 5.5. Changes over time for 1-repetition maximum performances and whole muscle cross-sectional area. Panel A represents all lifts that
were completed during 1RM testing and B represents the significant changes in whole muscle measurements via ultrasound. Data is represented by
means ± standard deviations. Significant main time effects: *=p≤0.05, **=p≤0.001. Significant group change from baseline: #=p≤0.05, ##=p≤0.001.
T1=pre-training; T2=post-taper; 1RM=1-repetition-maximum; mCSA=muscle cross-sectional area; mCSA½=medial vastus lateralis measurement;
mCSAAVG=average of three sites for vastus lateralis measurements.
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Table 5.3. Performance, Body Composition, and Muscle Morphometry

Combined
Groups

Pre-Training (T1)
Step-Taper
Exponential-Taper
Group
Group

Combined
Groups

Performance
1RM Back Squat (kg)
1RM Bench Press (kg)
1RM Deadlift (kg)
Total (kg)
Wilks Score (au)

174.7 ± 33.4
118.5 ± 29.9
189.8 ± 41.2
483.0 ± 97.9
328.3 ± 46.8

175.3 ± 33.8
122.2 ± 31.3
189.4 ± 47.0
486.9 ± 108.0
328.9 ± 44.2

174.1 ± 35.3
114.8 ± 29.9
190.1 ± 37.8
479.0 ± 94.1
327.7 ± 52.4

192.3 ± 38.2**
130.8 ± 32.8**
199.5 ± 45.6*
522.6 ± 109.5**
353.4 ± 53.7**

IPFa (N)
SJH (cm)
SJPPa(W)

125.6 ± 14.4
31.0 ± 8.8
220.1 ± 38.3

122.7 ± 14.3
30.9 ± 11.2
222.8 ± 49.9

128.5 ± 14.8
31.1 ± 6.4
217.4 ± 25.3

Body Composition
Body Mass (kg)
Fat Mass (kg)
Skeletal Muscle Mass (kg)
Fat Mass Index (kg/m2)
Fat Free Mass Index (kg/m2)
Total Body Water (I)
Extracellular Water (I)

89.8 ± 21.4
23.2 ± 13.3
33.8 ± 6.4
7.6 ± 4.4
21.8 ± 2.6
49.1 ± 8.4
19.3 ± 3.3

88.6 ± 19.0
21.9 ± 11.7
33.8 ± 5.9
7.2 ± 3.8
21.9 ± 2.6
49.1 ± 7.7
19.3 ± 3.0

45.7 ± 5.1
43.7 ± 4.6
37.5 ± 5.2
6831.6 ± 730.2
7461.3 ± 728.4

46.2 ± 5.2
42.9 ± 5.2
37.6 ± 5.2
6557.7 ± 802.5
7268.5 ± 974.5

Muscle Morphometry
mCSAproximal (cm2)
mCSAmedial (cm2)
mCSAdistal (cm2)
fCSA MHC-I (µm2)
fCSA MHC-IIA (µm2)

Post-Taper (T2)
Step-Taper
Exponential-Taper
Group
Group
190.2 ± 43.1*
135.4 ± 34.5**
192.3 ± 55.0
517.9 ± 127.5*
347.8 ± 55.7*

194.5 ± 35.5**
126.3 ± 32.8**
206.6 ± 36.1*
527.3 ± 96.8**
359.1 ± 54.7**

128.2 ± 15.7
32.1 ± 7.6
234.8 ± 33.7

125.3 ± 18.5
31.8 ± 10.1
231.8 ± 44.4

131.0 ± 13.1
32.4 ± 4.5
237.9 ± 20.8

91.1 ± 24.9
24.4 ± 15.4
33.9 ± 7.2
8.0 ± 5.1
21.7 ± 2.8
49.1 ± 9.5
19.3 ± 3.8

91.4 ± 22.3*
24.0 ± 12.9
34.2 ± 6.5
7.9 ± 4.2
22.1 ± 2.8
49.6 ± 8.8
19.4 ± 3.5

90.2 ± 20.0*
22.9 ± 11.4
34.0 ± 6.1
7.5 ± 3.7
22.1 ± 2.8
49.6 ± 8.0
19.5 ± 3.1

92.5 ± 25.7*
25.1 ± 14.9
34.4 ± 7.3
8.2 ± 5.0
22.0 ± 7.2
49.6 ± 10.0
19.4 ± 4.2

45.3 ± 5.2
44.6 ± 4.1
37.3 ± 5.6
7066.4 ± 624.9
7626.8 ± 447.9

46.4 ± 4.6
44.8 ± 4.4
38.1 ± 5.3
7160.7 ± 682.6
7890.9 ± 560.9

47.0 ± 5.0
44.3 ± 5.2
38.4 ± 4.8
6764.9 ± 788.9
8169.7 ± 575.9

45.7 ± 4.3
45.3 ± 3.6
37.7 ± 6.1
7500.0 ± 349.7
7651.9 ± 456.6

Notes: *=p<0.05; **=p<0.001 denote significant difference from pre- (T1) to post-training (T2); 1RM=1-repetition-maximum; IPFa=isometric peak force allometrically
scaled to body mass; SJH=squat jump height; SJPPa=squat jump peak power allometrically scaled to body; mCSA= whole muscle cross-sectional area; fCSA= muscle
fiber cross-sectional area proximal=cross-sectional area at proximal vastus lateralis; medial=cross-sectional area middle vastus lateralis; distal=cross-sectional area
distal vastus lateralis; MHC-I=myosin-heavy chain I isoform; MHC-IIA=myosin-heavy chain IIA isoform.
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There was as a significant main time effect for SJ PPa (p=0.001), but not for SJH or ISQ IPFa
(Table 5.3). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons revealed statistically significant increases for SJ PPa
(p=0.001, g=0.84) following the exponential taper only. No significant interactions or main
effects were observed for any other performance measure.

Body Composition Assessments
For body composition assessments, there were significant main time effects for body mass
(p=0.005), FM (p=0.002), and FMI (p=0.002) (Table 5.3). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons
revealed statistically significant increases in the step taper group for body mass (p=0.021,
g=0.08), FM (p=0.005, g=0.08), and FMI (p=0.010, g=0.08), but only significant increases in the
exponential taper group for body mass (p=0.047, g=0.05) and FMI (p=0.038, g=0.05). No
significant interactions or main effects were observed for any other body composition measure.

Skeletal Muscle Assessments
At the whole muscle level, there were significant main time effects for mCSA½ (p=0.006) and
mCSAavg (p<0.001) (Figure 5.5B). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons revealed significant increases
in mCSA½ (p=0.007, g=0.26) and mCSAavg (p<0.001, g=0.21) following the step taper, and
significant increases in mCSAavg (p=0.047, g=0.11) following the exponential taper. Main time
effects for mCSA1/3 (p=0.077, g=0.13) and mCSA2/3 (p=0.067, g=0.11) exhibited small effect
sizes, but did not reach significance. There were no significant interactions or main effects
observed for other whole muscle measurements.
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At the muscle fiber level using IHC analysis, there was a significant group by time interaction
for MHC-IIA fCSA (p=0.014) (Figure 5.6A). There were also significant main time effects for
fCSAavg (p=0.020) and MHC-IIA fCSA (p=0.010). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons revealed
statistically significant increases in fCSAavg (p=0.010, g=0.90) and MHC-IIA fCSA (p=0.002,
g=1.07) only following the step taper.

At the isolated single muscle fiber level using immunoblot dot blotting analysis, there were
significant main time effects for MHC-ISF% (p=0.015) and MHC-IIASF% (p=0.033) (Figure
5.6B). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons revealed a significant decrease in MHCISF% (p=0.037,
g=0.78), and a significant increase in MHC-IIASF% (p=0.023, g=1.11) only following the step
taper. The main time effect for MHC-IIXSF% (p=0.087, g=0.63) exhibited a large effect size, but
did not reach statistical significance.

At the molecular level using mRNA and miRNA analyses, there were significant main time
effects for MyoD (p=0.002), MyoG (p=0.037), and miR-499a (p=0.033) (Figure 5.7). Post-hoc
pairwise comparisons revealed significant decreases in MyoD (p=0.002, g=1.60) only following
the step taper. Main time effects for Sox6 (p=0.053, g=0.65), MYH1 (p=0.08, g=0.49), MSTN
(p=0.053, g=0.39), and miR-486 (p=0.06, g=0.99) exhibited moderate to large effect sizes, but
did not reach statistical significance. No additional significant myocellular changes were
observed.
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Figure 5.6. Phenotype composition based on myosin-heavy chain content. Panels represent fiber composition per (A) immunohistochemistry for
type I and IIA fibers and (B) single fiber analyses for type I, IIA, I/IIA, and IIX. Data is represented by means ± standard deviations. Significant
main time effects: *=p≤0.05. Significant group change from baseline: #=p≤0.05. T1=pre-training; T2=post-taper; IHC=immunohistochemistry;
SF=single fiber; MHC=myosin-heavy chain; MHC-I=myosin-heavy chain I; MHC-IIA=myosin-heavy chain IIA; MHC-I/IIA=myosin-heavy
chain I/IIA hybrid; MHC-IIX=myosin-heavy chain IIX.
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Figure 5.7. mRNA gene expression and myomiRNA abundance over time. Panels represent (A)
myogenic mRNA gene expression, (B) phenotype mRNA gene expression, and (C) myomiR abundance.
Data is represented by means ± standard deviations. Significant main time effects: *=p≤0.05, **=p≤0.001.
Significant group change from baseline: #=p≤0.05. T1=pre-training; T2=post-taper; Pax7=Paired Box 7;
MSTN=Myostatin; MyoD=Myogenic Differentiation 1; MyoG=Myogenin; Sox6=SRY-Box Transcription
Factor 6; MYH7=β-myosin-heavy chain for slow twitch skeletal muscle; MYH2=myosin-heavy chain 2;
MYH1=striated muscle myosin-heavy chain 1. miRNA=microRNA.
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Discussion
This is the first study to compare performance changes coupled with skeletal muscle
adaptations at the whole muscle, muscle fiber, and molecular levels between two tapering
models in powerlifters. Our main findings indicate equated volume-loads over 6-weeks produced
similar outcomes following the step and exponential tapers with some exceptions. Changes in
1RM performance were similar between taper models; however, changes in deadlift 1RM
favored the exponential taper. Secondary performance assessments (i.e., SJH and ISQ IPF) did
not appear to be as sensitive to the peaking program compared to 1RMs. Skeletal muscle can be
positively augmented based on mCSA increases following both tapers, but SFMHC phenotype
changes appear to favor the step taper. However, the overall lack of differences between taper
models is likely attributed to the similar total workload completed by both groups, whereas the
distribution of work may explain the favorable muscular adaptations observed in the step taper
group. Thus, the findings from these two taper models warrant further discussion.

Tapering prior to competition has been shown to improve competition and laboratory-based
performances1,2,4,12,65 along with enhancing physiological factors.4,5,17,23,25,66,67 A systematic
review1 and an experimental study12 provide evidence to suggest a ~50% volume-load reduction
may be ideal to enhance or maintain maximal strength. However, volume-load reductions
typically follow a normal training period or a planned overreach microcycle, both of which may
influence the magnitude of performance improvement. To taper effectively, the current evidence
supports using a planned overreach period prior to tapering. However, this assumes a sufficient
stimulus and recovery period is provided to elicit a super-compensation effect.4,12,68,69 Training
programs implementing a 100-200% increase in volume-load followed by a taper have been
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shown to improve competition and laboratory based performances (i.e., bench press, snatch,
clean-and-jerk, jump height), and biochemical markers of training stress (i.e. cortisol, creatine
kinase) in weightlifters, powerlifters, and track and field throwers.69–72 Similarly, the current
results indicate 1RM strength improvements can be achieved following a 1-week planned
overreach with a 3-week exponential taper or a 1-week planned overreach with a 1-week step
taper in strength athletes.

While 1RMs for back squat (step: 8%∆ vs. expo: 10%∆) and bench press (step: 10%∆ vs.
expo: 9%∆) improved similarly in both groups, 1RM deadlift performance favored the 3-week
exponential taper (8%∆) compared to the step taper group (1%∆). Prior exposures to intensified
training, such as overreaching microcycles, seem to reduce the likelihood of performance
decrements in experienced athletes possibly due to a repeated bout effect.71,73 Nonetheless, it is
possible the 1-week step taper did not provide sufficient recovery time for some athletes
following the planned overreach week, particularly for deadlift. Interestingly, back squat, bench
press, and deadlift exhibit similar recovery patterns in strength-trained males following four sets
of each lift performed to failure using 80% 1RM,74 and eight sets of two repetitions of back squat
and deadlift performed at 95%1RM.75 Nonetheless, these studies did not examine the cumulative
effects of repeated training sessions on deadlift performance. Further, anecdotal reports from
powerlifters8,9 and strongman competitors7 claim the deadlift requires a longer recovery period
between final training and competition compared to the other lifts. Thus, a 3-week exponential
taper may be warranted following a planned overreach to facilitate recovery-adaptation and
enhance performance concurrently across each power lift.
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Furthermore, SJ PPa (step: 4%∆ vs. expo: 9%∆) was the only laboratory-based performance
measure that increased following the 6-week peaking phase, specifically following the
exponential taper. Although peak power calculations are heavily influenced by body mass,76
when allometrically scaled for body mass, SJ PPa still improved following the exponential taper.
This finding likely reflects an improved ability to generate high ground reaction forces relative to
the athlete’s body mass. This is reflected by strong relationships observed between 1RM back
squat scaled for body mass and jumping performance.77 Thus, it is likely that improvements in
lower body maximal strength contributed to the increased SJ PPa following the exponential
taper. Interestingly, improvements in SJH and SJ PPa have been repeatedly observed in
weightlifters following an overreach and 3-week exponential taper.4,5,78 Nonetheless, this study
did not observe increases in SJH following either taper model. This discrepancy may be
attributed to the different training programs employed by powerlifters compared to weightlifters,
particularly in the current study and prior studies with weightlifters from our laboratory. Notably,
weightlifters commonly train with movements (e.g., snatch, clean and jerk, clean pulls, mid-thigh
pulls) emphasizing “triple extension” of the hips, knees, and ankle joints, which exhibit a high
degree of task specificity to jumping. Additionally, it is also possible the 3-week exponential
taper provided greater recovery time to enhance jumping ability following the overreach
compared to the 1-week step taper. Nonetheless, it appears the “transfer of training effect” from
the powerlifting-oriented training in the current study to SJ performance is smaller than that
observed previously in weightlifters during a taper.4,5

Despite improvements in 1RM squat, there were no improvements in ISQ IPF following
either taper. A strong relationship (r=0.84) has been observed between 1RM back squat and ISQ
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IPF at a 90° knee angle.45 ISQ IPF has also been shown to improve concurrently with 1RM back
squat following 7 weeks of back squat training in strength-trained males.79 These discrepancies
may be explained by the higher initial relative strength levels of participants in the current study
(squat to body mass ratio: 1.94±0.34) compared to the aforementioned study (1.73±0.19). It is
well established that changes in maximal strength following strength training are inversely
related to initial relative strength levels.80–82 Thus, given the higher degree of task specificity of
back squat training to 1RM back squat compared to isometric squats, it is possible 1RMs provide
a more sensitive measure to assess changes in maximal strength, particularly for subjects with
greater initial relative strength. Nonetheless, differences in training program design, selection
and order of testing procedures could also explain the differences in outcomes for ISQ IPF
between studies.

There is a direct relationship between increases in mCSA and the ability to produce
force.12,14,18,83,84 Muscular adaptations are highly influenced by the prescription of training
variables such as volume-load and training intensity.18–20,38 In the current study, it appears that
training volume-load prescription was sufficient to elicit hypertrophic adaptations at the whole
muscle level in conjunction with 1RM strength improvements. Schoenfeld et al.18 demonstrated
similar improvements in biceps brachii muscle thickness in strength-trained males following
equated volumes of bodybuilding-styled and powerlifting-styled training over 8 weeks; however,
improvements in maximal strength favored the powerlifting-styled training. Similarly, metaanalytic results from Schoenfeld et al.85 demonstrate improvements in maximal strength are best
achieved with high loads (>60% 1RM) compared to low loads (≤60% 1RM) while muscle
hypertrophy can be achieved across a broad spectrum of loads. Thus, our results for 1RM and
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whole muscle size changes are consistent with previous studies when volume-loads are equated
between training programs, and heavy loads are used in training. However, studies with
weightlifters, throwers, and strength-trained individuals have reported no changes or small
decreases in vastus lateralis mCSA following a taper.4–6,12,14–17 Nonetheless, these studies have
typically implemented either: a) smaller increases in volume-load during the overreach (<150%)
or b) normal training followed by a 1-4 week taper consisting of larger reductions (≥50%) in
volume-load. Despite matched reductions in volume-load (-50%) during the final week of the
study, in the current study, mCSA increases were relatively larger across all measurement sites
(proximal: 1.8% vs 1.0%, middle: 3.2% vs 1.4%, distal: 2.2% vs 0.95%, average: 2.4% vs. 1.1%)
in the step taper compared to the exponential taper group. Changes in fCSAavg (8.6% vs. 1.7%)
and MHC-IIA fCSA (11.0% vs. 0.33%) were even more pronounced favoring the step taper
group. These results may be due to the timing of the overreach relative to post-training testing.
Specifically, the overreach may have provided a greater hypertrophic stimulus closer to posttraining testing in the step-taper (2 weeks prior) compared to the exponential taper (4 weeks
prior). Indeed, previous studies observing decreases in vastus lateralis mCSA have attributed the
decreases in muscle size to the prolonged reduction in volume-load during 3-week exponential
tapers. Nonetheless, there was still a small, significant increase in mCSAavg following the
exponential taper, which may partly be due to the larger overreach (+150%) implemented in the
current study compared to previous studies (+20-40%).4,5,68,86,87 Thus, these results suggest that a
1-week planned overreach followed by a 3-week exponential taper or a 1-week step taper
produces significant improvements in strength athletes’ vastus lateralis whole muscle size
provided the overreaching stimulus is sufficient leading into the taper.
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It is well established that strength training produces increases in skeletal muscle fCSA.19
Haun et al.19 recently investigated the mechanisms associated with fCSA hypertrophy after 6
weeks of high-volume training. In brief, myosin and actin content decreased despite enhanced
fCSA, yet an accretion of sarcoplasmic proteins appeared to explain the observed changes. The
authors purported that observed hypertrophy was attributed to sarcoplasmic hypertrophic
adaptations as a result of high training volume. In our study, it is unlikely the observed fCSA
hypertrophy was due to sarcoplasmic changes considering the training protocols aimed to reduce
volume-load. Decades ago, Stone et al.88 suggested that it is possible to produce sarcoplasmic
expansion and metabolic conditioning via higher-volume/lower-load training preceding lowervolume/higher-load training that will, in turn, produce more favorable strength outcomes. In
agreement, Haun et al.19 suggest training with higher loads can proportionally increase
myofibrillar protein levels and fCSA, which would, in turn, enhance ultrastructural hypertrophy
leading to increases in maximal strength. Although fCSA constituents were not measured in the
current study, it is plausible that increases in myofibrillar protein levels could have contributed to
the observed increases in fCSA. Future investigations should examine the constituents of muscle
fiber size changes following a taper in strength athletes.

Skeletal muscle is a highly plastic tissue that shows a remarkable ability to adapt to imposed
demands,18 particularly at the muscle fiber level. Previous work from 1976-200526,28–32 and two
recent studies from 2019-202027,38 have characterized the fiber types of powerlifters. Powerlifters
typically demonstrate the highest expression of MHC-IIA isoforms followed by MHC-I isoforms
to a lesser degree, and depending on training status, potentially little to no MHC-IIX isoforms.
At baseline, our data from biopsy tissue IHC analyses and isolated single fiber analyses agree
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with the current literature.26–32,38 However, the isolated single fiber analyses appeared to produce
a higher sensitivity yield for accurate quantitation of pure phenotype expression along with
accurately identifying hybrid MHC-I/IIA expression. A recent study by Serrano et al.58 using
both techniques, characterized the muscle fiber types of elite weightlifters and demonstrated that
the single fiber method confidently identified the hybrid isoforms, whereas homogenate analyses
did not. Thus, to accurately quantify fiber type at baseline and changes across both tapering and
peaking protocols, the isolated single muscle fiber analysis was used in our study. Our single
fiber dot blotting technique objectively identified MHC shifts towards MHC-IIA (i.e., MHC-I 
MHC-I/IIA  MHC-IIA  MHC-IIA/IIX  MHC-IIX) from T1 to T2. The MHC shift
observed in this study reflects a fiber type transition taking place in as little as 6 weeks, moving
towards a preferential fiber type as a result of an effective peaking program. This is a novel
finding considering no other published work has demonstrated this phenomenon with
powerlifters peaking for competition. Acute training activates a distinct MHC-IIA transcriptome
that results in a training-induced increase in MHC-IIA fCSA at the single fiber level.23 Murach
and others23 indicate an increase in MHC-IIA single fiber fCSA can augment the capacity of
MHC-IIA fibers to quickly grow and improve contractile function in the lateral gastrocnemius of
distance runners during a taper. Thus, the observed increases in MHC-IIA fCSA, at the whole
muscle fiber level, and MHC-IIASF% may explain the performance improvements observed,
particularly following the step taper.

At the myocellular level, mRNA up- and down-regulations drive gene expression and miR
abundance that can produce observable MHC isoform adaptations and growth beginning with
single fibers. One of the most important gene-miR interactions is the upregulation of SOX6,
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(which approached significance in the current study; p=0.053), and the significant
downregulation of miR-499a. The posttranscriptional mechanisms between the SOX6 and miR499a interaction are directly related to fiber type regulation, which have been confirmed by
McCarthy36 and Bjørnsen et al.38 The interaction observed between SOX6 and miR-499a as a
result of the training stimulus provided in this study also confirms our MHCSF fiber typing
quantitation (i.e., post-taper shift towards MHC-IIASF). Furthermore, the transcriptional
repressor SOX6 and miR-499a have been shown to regulate muscle mass, and in part directly
influence MSTN. Interestingly, our results showed an upregulation of MSTN, which approached
significance (p=0.053) while other myogenic factors MyoD and MyoG were significantly
downregulated. It is important to note that increased muscle mass can occur regardless of MSTN
expression levels.89 Paradoxically, MSTN mRNA expression is greater in larger muscle fibers.90
Thus, increases in MSTN expression may correspond to the fCSA increases observed in the
present study. Additionally, myogenic markers have been shown to play a significant role in
MHC composition.91 In mature muscle, MyoD and MyoG typically possess low expression
levels.91 However, acute bouts of resistance training can significantly increase expression of
MyoD and MyoG mRNA corresponding to increases in MHC-I, IIA, and IIX mRNA
expression.92 Nonetheless, decreases in resting MyoD and MyoG expression following the taper
may reflect a molecular adaptation of a muscle that already achieved full recovery prior to the T2
biopsy. Despite the limited molecular changes following the taper, our data aligns with other
reports on gene expression and miRNA abundance changes in resting conditions in
powerlifters.37,38 However, these results should be interpreted with caution considering molecular
measurements are transient, and these data may not fully reflect the myocellular response
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immediately post-taper. Recent findings by Vann et al.93 demonstrate the transient nature of
molecular assessments even with biopsy measurements taking place 24 h post-intervention.

There are a few limitations that should be considered when interpreting the results of this
study. First, it is unknown whether edema contributed to mCSA changes measured via
ultrasonography following the taper. Nevertheless, ultrasound images were collected at least 72
hours following 1RM testing at both testing time points. While we could have implemented
additional measurements such as echo intensity in an attempt to identify muscle swelling, the
validity of such measurement is questionable.94 Second, we did not account for sarcoplasmic
myofibrillar protein content, which could have differentially influenced the fCSA measurements.
Additionally, we did not control for total caloric or macronutrient intake (e.g., protein and
carbohydrate consumption) throughout the study, which could have influenced our molecular
muscle measurements, particularly at the gene and miR levels.27,95 Nonetheless, dietary intake
was standardized in the 48 h prior to both muscle biopsy time points. Also, it was not possible to
standardize subjects’ training prior to the 6-week peaking phase; however, all subjects
consistently trained for powerlifting over the year leading up to the study. Lastly, it is important
to consider the muscle tissue analyses only reflected a specific snapshot in time from when the
tissue was extracted. Specifically, after the taper, athletes rested for 2 days before 1RM
assessments followed by 3 days of rest before muscle biopsies. Therefore, it is possible that our
muscle tissue results are more reflective of a “tapered post-competition” rested state.
Nevertheless, future investigators may repeat our study design and replace or precede 1RM
assessments with a muscle biopsy to assess the skeletal muscle environment in a peaked state.
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Overall, this study provides novel evidence towards an enhanced neuromuscular profile
following tapering in strength athletes. Increases in powerlifting performance following the step
and exponential tapers appeared to be mediated by whole muscle, single muscle fiber, and
myocellular adaptations. Specifically, increases in mCSA, fCSA, and MHC-IIA fCSA favored
the step taper. Increases in myosin-heavy chain IIA content with concomitant decreases in
myosin-heavy chain I and IIX content were also observed following the step taper. These myosin
isoform shifts towards a faster phenotype appear to be related to changes in underlying
myocellular signaling (i.e., Sox6 upregulation and miRNA-499a downregulation) responsible for
fiber-type transitions. Thus, planning an overreach close to competition, followed by a short, step
taper may support a more favorable environment to induce fast-twitch fiber adaptations
compared to an overreach planned further from competition followed by an exponential taper.
Nonetheless, it is possible that the 1-week step taper did not provide sufficient recovery time for
some athletes following the overreach, particularly for deadlift and squat jump performance. This
study also provides direct evidence for short-term skeletal muscle plasticity at all measurable
levels, and subsequent potentiating effects on maximal strength performance following a taper in
strength athletes. Based on these findings, we recommended strength athletes use a 1-week
overreach where volume-load is increased by ≥150% followed by a step or an exponential taper
where training volume-load is reduced by ~50% over a duration of 1-3 weeks to promote a
myocellular environment favorable to fast-twitch skeletal muscle adaptations and to enhance
maximal strength.
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Chapter 6. Summary and Directions for Future Research
The purposes of this dissertation were to 1) determine what tapering and peaking models
appear to be most effective for strength athletes per the scientific literature through a systematic
review, 2) to identify the tapering and peaking practices used by North American powerlifters
through qualitative analyses, 3) to experimentally compare different training cessation durations
on upper and lower body maximal strength, and 4) to experimentally compare two common taper
models across a training program aimed at peaking maximal strength. Overall, the findings from
this series of studies provide novel insights into tapering and peaking parameters that can be used
for enhancing maximal strength capabilities. Importantly, changes in skeletal muscle adaptations
at the macro- and microscopic levels partly explained performance outcomes following the taper.
Furthermore, these investigations posit future research questions regarding single muscle fiber
assessment, gene expression, and MyomiR changes following tapering interventions.
In the first study, a systematic review of 16 studies provided evidence indicating a step or
an experimental taper performed over a 2-week period appears to be effective for enhancing
maximal strength in strength athletes. Additionally, it was recommended to reduce training
volume-load by 50% while maintaining (~85% of 1-repetition maximum) or decreasing training
intensity, which is contrary to current recommendations for endurance athletes (e.g., maintain or
increase intensity). Results from the review also suggest training cessation should be
implemented at least 2 days but no more than 7 days prior to competition to facilitate recovery
and retain training and taper-induced adaptations. Although this is only the second review to
provide strength-based tapering guidelines, a limitation to these recommendations is that the
majority of studies reviewed were observational in nature and lacked experimental support.
Thus, these guidelines warrant validation through future experimental research.
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In the second study, we characterized the tapering practices of North American powerlifters,
and compared tapering practices by sex, competition level, and lifting discipline. A total of 364
males and females competing at the regional and provincial, national, and international levels
completed the survey. Interestingly, athlete’s reported tapering practices aligned with the current
evidence-based tapering recommendations for strength athletes. North American powerlifters
most frequently reported using a step taper over 7-10 days with a 41-50% reduction in volumeload, but with varied intensity manipulations (-30% to +10%1RM). Although, it should be noted
these differences varied depending on sex and competition level. Furthermore, the final heavy
training session (90-92.5%1RM) for back squat and deadlift (7-10 days) was completed further
out from competition compared to bench press (<7 days). Training cessation also varied between
lifts beginning with deadlift (5.8±2.5 days), back squat (4.1±1.9 days), and then bench press
(3.9±1.8 days). However, lifters reported complete training cessation was implemented 2.8±1.1
days before competition, which could have been due to a final “priming” session after all
prescribed training was completed. Nevertheless, these findings are limited to self-reports of
powerlifters and should be confirmed experimentally.
The results of the first experimental study on training cessation suggest 3 and 5 days of
training cessation can preserve maximal lower body strength, but only 3 days can preserve
maximal upper body strength following 4-weeks of strength training in athletes. Interestingly,
while this information agrees with the current literature, this was one of the first studies to show
loss of upper body strength beyond 3 days of cessation. However, future research should conduct
experimental studies comparing the effects of training cessation with and without a prior taper on
maximal strength outcomes. While training cessation is typically implemented at the end of a
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taper, it is unknown whether similar improvements in maximal strength can be achieved using
training cessation following normal training in strength athletes.
The second experimental study demonstrated enhanced maximal strength following a
step and an exponential taper implemented as part of a work-matched, 6-week peaking program.
It is likely the planned overreach prior to each taper contributed to the subsequent muscular
adaptations and performance outcomes. Future researchers should separately investigate the
efficacy of planned overreaching on muscular adaptations and performance outcomes following
a taper in strength athletes. This would assist in delineating between the effects of planned
overreaching microcycles and tapering on strength performance.
It is also important to consider muscle tissue analyses only reflect a specific snapshot in time
from when the tissue was extracted. Specifically, after the taper, athletes rested for 2 days before
1RM assessments followed by 3 days of rest before muscle biopsies. Therefore, it is possible that
our muscle tissue results are more reflective of a “tapered post-competition” rested state.
Nevertheless, future investigators may repeat our study design and replace or precede 1RM
assessments with a muscle biopsy to assess the skeletal muscle environment in a peaked state.
Overall, the findings from these investigations not only significantly contribute to the current
literature, but also provide practical applications for practitioners aiming to enhance maximal
strength using a taper. Based on these findings, we recommended strength athletes use a planned
overreach over 1-week where volume-load is increased by ≥150% followed by a step or an
exponential taper where training volume-load is reduced by ~50% over a duration of 1-3 weeks.
We also recommend decreasing training intensity by 15-25% during the final week of the taper.
However, when considering lift specific tapering strategies, tapering the deadlift for a longer
duration may be advantageous, whereas back squat and bench press can be trained similarly
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leading up to competition. At the end of a taper, prescribing complete training cessation over a 23 day period may be used to facilitate recovery and retain training and taper-induced adaptations.
Nonetheless, a trial-and-error approach should still be used within these guidelines when
devising a taper for individual athletes. Overall, the results from this dissertation support the use
of tapering to enhance maximal strength in strength athletes.
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APPENDIX C: Gene Primers
Supplementary Table 1. Forward and reverse primer sequences for analyzed mRNAs.
Gene Sequence
PAX 7 (Forward)
PAX 7 (Reverse)
Myostatin (Forward)
Myostatin (Reverse)
MyoD (Forward)
MyoD (Reverse)
MyoG (Forward)
MyoG (Reverse)
Sox6 (Forward)
Sox6 (Reverse)
MYH7 (Forward)

MYH7 (Reverse)
MYH2 (Forward)
MYH2 (Reverse)
MYH1 (Forward)
MYH1 (Reverse)

TARGET GENE

CCTTTGGAAGTGTCCACCCC
TCGCCCATTGATGAAGACCC
CTACAACGGAAACAATCATTACCA
GTTTCAGAGATCGGATTCCAGTAT
CGGCATGATGGACTACAGCG
CAGGCAGTCTAGGCTCGAC
GGCCAAACTTTTGCAGTGAATATT
TCGGATGGCAGCTTTACAAACAAC
GCAAGAACAGATTGCGAGAC
AATTGGGATCATGAGCGGAGG
AGAAGATGTGCCGGACCTTG
GACAGCTCACCATTCTCGGT
GCTTTAAAAAGCTCCAAGAACTGTC
ACTTTCGGAGGAAAGGAGCAG
CCAGACTGTGTCTGCTCTCT
CCATGGCACCAGGAGTTTTA

HOUSINGKEEPING REFERENCES
EMC7 (Forward)
EMC7 (Reverse)
VCP (Forward)
VCP (Reverse)
CHMP2A (Forward)
CHMP2A (Reverse)
C1orf43 (Forward)
C1orf43 (Reverse)

GGGCTGGACAGACTTTCTAATG
CTCCATTTCCCGTCTCATGTCAG
AAACTCATGGCGAGGTGGAG
TGTCAAAGCGACCAAATCGC
CGCTATGTGCGCAAGTTTGT
GGGGCAACTTCAGCTGTCTG
CTATGGGACAGGGGTCTTTGG
TTTGGCTGCTGACTGGTGAT
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APPENDIX D: miRNA Catalogue Numbers
Supplementary Table 2. Catalogue numbers for the miRNAs analyzed and housekeeping
references with Thermo Fisher Scientific independent miR assay IDs.

miR ID Number
TARGET
miR-23a-3p 478532_mir
miR-451a 477968_mir
miR-486-5p 478128_mir
miR-133a-3p 478511_mir
miR-206 477968_mir
miR-499a-3p 478948_mir
HOUSINGKEEPING REFERENCES
miR-186-5p 477940_mir
miR-320a 478594_mir
miR-361-5p 478056_mir
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